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editorial
Why Editors Lose Their Hair
After collapsing in a heap after getting through out 20th year of publication in grand style, we think, it
came time to get cracking on “next
year.” One of my disappointments in
the previous couple of issues was
that I wanted to include a bow
review, a review of a very promising
ultra-adjustable target bow. My
original reviewer backed out, then I
couldn’t find anyone to replace him,
so, I said to myself, “I will do it.”
(Talking to oneself is the first sign of
impending hair loss.) I did get that
review done and ran it by the manufacturer only to find out that they
had to redesign the bow because of
patent quibbles. They are going to
send a new bow soon, but the old
one is kaput.
My next thought was “How am
I going to do to fill the hole I now
had in this issue because of that?”
Here is where me being almost a
quarter Irish comes into play as the
“Luck of the Irish” saved the day.
Silly me, the other authors psychically anticipated my dilemma and
wrote long, so long that this issue is
too long without the bow review!
Whew, I’m glad it wasn’t because I
am lousy at estimating the space
reauiremenst of articles.
We also have a number of other really cool things happening. U.S. Para
Coach Randi Smith is going to
write about working for archers with
disabilities for us on a frequent basis.
Apparently all of that begging and

groveling on my part paid off.
Randi has written for you before
but on rare occasions. This is important because in the archery and
coaching literature there is very, very
little help for disabled archers and
the coaches working for them. So,
let’s getting started!
We also welcome back to AF an
old friend from Australia, Matt Lee.
(We have a lot of friends “down
undah” because Australians are just
flat out friendly or maybe it is something in their beer, I don’t know.) I
think I have talked Matt into sharing his knowledge that he earned on
the international coaching circuit
with junior Australians. We have
photos of his young son in an earlier
issue when he was five years old or so
and now he is in college! Sheesh,
now I have even more hair falling
out!
William Moltzan is back with
another Archery DIY project and he
promises even more, this time it is
on making sturdy target face pins.
The AER Staff are back with a pair
of articles—always a pair, one for
coaches, one for archers on the same
topic. In this way, coaches can print
out or send PDFs of the “archers”
articles to their students while getting a bit of an expanded take on the
topic in their own article. This issue
it is on figuring out whether new
archery gear is a good idea or just a
way to spend lots of money to no
good effect. (If you have a copy of
Adobe Acrobat, you can split a

downloaded issue into individual
articles to send to your students and
friends. Please do not send whole
issues because, well, we are trying to
make enough money to keep doing
this.)
Simon Needham and I continue
on our quest; we are now at Getting
to 550, this installment looks at
equipment upgrades needed and
unneeded. Plus Tom Dorigatti continues to write on the Springy/
Springie rest. I must thank Tom for
allowing himself to be distracted
right and left . . . by me . . . in that he
currently has three projects he is
writing on and I keep moving him
off one topic and on to another. He
will be finishing the Springy/
Springie series shortly, then finish
his Goals series shortly after that,
and then back to his personal history of the compound bow that I have
heard quite favorable comments
about. Thanks, Tom!
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45
years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in no fewer than 37 states,
as well as Guam and the Azores. He has also
been involved in managing archery leagues
and tournaments up to and including NFAA
Sectional events since 1968. He is a
NFAA/USA Archery Certified Level 3
instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season, Tom can be found either at the archery
range or out on a road bicycle or trike.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Still More on Coaching Archery, The
Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2,
Archery Coaching How To’s).

Coach Randi Smith has been the National
Para Head Coach for USA Archery since 2005
She has coached archers to five Paralympic
medals, including two Paralympic Champion
titles. A Level 5-NTS coach, she and her husband Larry own Salt Lake Archery. She has
been the head coach for the Utah Hot Shots
JOAD club since 1986. Smith has two Masters Degrees: one in educational psychology
and the other in adapted physical education;
both from the University of Utah. She is a
licensed professional counselor and therapeutic
recreation specialist.

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland now resides in England. Simon has
represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repetition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. Then he followed up on that with an even better book:
The Competitive Archer. While being a committed Olympic Recurve archer, he does dabble occasionally with compound bows.

Matt Lee has held the positions of: Archery
Australia Head National Junior Coach, Assistant National Coach and Technician for the
Australian Archery Team, Assistant Coach for
the Australian Archery Team, 2004 Athens
Olympic Games as well as having represented
Australia in numerous archery Grand Prix
Tournaments throughout Europe, Asia, and
America including representing the AIS at
Australian Senior and Junior National
Championships.
Matt conducted talent identification
throughout Australia from 2003-2007, conducting and speaking at archery seminars
throughout Australia. He co-wrote “Introduction to Archery” with KiSik Lee for the
Archery Australia Coaching Manual and has
written a number of magazine articles about
archery.
Matt currently is a freelance consultant for
coaching.

William Moltzan started archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk. Bought with my paper route money.
Hunted for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 20052011. 2011-current target compound, Hoyt
Contender. Build Arrows since 1980, strings,
recurve & compound since 2005. Build other
archery-related items on my lathe & mill.

Note: The Archery Coaches Guild website is
undergoing a major overhaul. We appreciate
your patience.
www.archerycoachesguild.org
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The Springy
Arrow Rest, Pt 2
Configuring the Springy Rest Best
by Tom Dorigatti
Writing a pair of articles about the
Springy/Springie arrow rest is at the request of the
Editor. He asked me to do this because he knew I had
a lot of experience setting up and shooting with this
particular arrow rest for many, many years. In fact, I
was using a Springie arrow rest when I shot all of my
life-time personal best scores, indoors and outdoors.
Of course, just like everyone else, I dabbled with
many other arrow rests, but up until recently, I always
seemed to migrate back to the faithful, reliable
Springie arrow rest. This being said, from around
1982 until 2003, I was shooting a BPE “Springie”
arrow rest almost exclusively. I migrated away twice
for a short time, once to the Golden Premier with the
“fishing loop” blade, and once to the new Barner ST111 Inertia arrow rest. In both cases, I couldn’t begin
to match my scores with either arrow rest, so went
back to the Springie. That is yet another set of stories
beyond the scope of this article.
In the last article, I outlined the beginnings of the
original “Springy” arrow rest invented by Bill Dahl
and continued on by Pat Norris. Initially, the arrow
rest was patented as the “Springy” arrow rest and was
morphed via some minor modifications into the
“Springie” arrow rest; the major differences being the
lack of heat treatment and elimination of the curve in
the arm of the arrow rest. The arrow rest was morphed even further by yet another person that started
making them in smaller diameter coils with even
longer arms on the arrow rest. These “newer” Springie
arrow rests are no longer being made, however.
As the centershot cutout of the bows became
more and more past center, the length of the holder
for the arrow rest had to be lengthened. Some “holders” were even being made that were nothing more
than a brass bolt with a cutout and threaded hole in
one end to hold the Springie arrow rest in place. The
big disadvantage there was that any time you wanted
to change the centershot to adjust the arrow rest; you
6

lost the angle of the arm of the arrow rest and the
positioning of the arrow in relation to the centering
on the coils. These two items are of extreme importance with regard to the tuning of the arrow rest and
keeping it that way.
The photo below shows the three different
lengths of adjustable springy rest mounts that I had
available. There is quite a bit of adjustability for center shot, but I learned that if you extend the adjustment out too far to get your center shot, then the
arrow rest would have some movement in it and also
it would rattle when you loosed the shot. It worked,
but the noise was irritating. The solution to this was
to simply place a washer between the mounting and
the riser to compensate for this extension.
Because most of my experience was with the
“Springie” (the one with the straight arm), I will continue throughout this article to use that term instead
of “Springy.”

The next photo below shows the distinctive difference between a real “Springy” and the type of
“Springie” that I used for many years. In fact, the
right-handed Springie in the photos of right-handed
bow is the exact arrow rest that I used to shoot all of
my lifetime personal best scores. It is in as good of
condition today as it was the day I went back to the
Springie rest in 1984. The arrow rests with the curved
arm are “real springy” arrow rests; the others are
Archery Focus

“Springies.” I also mentioned that many other people
ended up making their own Springie arrow rests as
individuals and never sold them on the open market.
Like so many other things in archery, people enjoy
making their own stuff and if they can make it work
as well as the “Real McCoy” they enjoy it even more.

Scan of Original Springy listing from Golden-Key Catalog: a bolt, a
nut, a spring, and a screw; that was it.

I am not going to take space in this article reiterating what was in the first article as to what the rests
are made out of, how the “ounces ratings” were arrived
at, and so forth. If you are interested in that, you can
go back to Archery Focus , Volume 20, No. 6.
Mounting the Springy/Springie to a Bow
By the time that Terry Ragsdale shot back to back
perfect 1200’s at Vegas and Cobo Hall (using a Killian
Vane Rest), Pat Norris and also PSE had adapted the
arrow rest mounts to incorporate a micro-adjust system. All you then had to do to move your centershot
in or out was to loosen a set screw, turn a knob, and
then retighten the set screw. In the 1970’s bows
weren’t cut past center as far as they are now. Earl
Hoyt had press fit units that allowed adjustment of
the Hoyt arrow rests on his bows in the mid 1960’s.
Pat Norris’ original mounting system required a
threaded bushing that had to be put into the bow
before you could thread in his mounting system.
Once that was accomplished then you could use
Berger Buttons, (or copy-cats of them called “cushion
plungers”), along with, of course, mounting other
adjustable arrow rests.
Once Pat Norris (and others) incorporated the
micro-tune arrow rest mounts, the problem of having
to reset the angle of the arm after every adjustment
went away. You simply loosened a set screw, tuned
your center shot, and re-tightened that set screw (see
photo of press fit micro-adjust left). When bows started
being cut well past center, then obviously the length
Archery Focus

of the micro-tune unit had to be increased, which Pat
Norris accommodated; twice (see photos above).
Unfortunately, however, Pat has sold out all the longer
throw micro-tune units. So those of us who happen to
have them are fortunate, should we want to put a
Springy/Springie arrow rest onto our bows again.
Making your own mounting bolt is an easy process,
however, because once you have the center shot set
and the angles correct, you won’t be moving things
again anyway.
String and Center Serving Materials
In continuing with the historical part of the Springie
arrow rests, let us bear in mind that back in the 1970’s,
the compound bows didn’t have “cams,” they had
round eccentrics. Letoff was 25-35%, and the
eccentrics had two tracks on them, both round. I did,
however start seeing some round on round eccentrics
with the cable take up side stepped down from the
outer edge as early as 1974. Most bows prior to the
introduction of the two-wheeled compounds, initially, I believe, by Carroll Archery Products out of
Moab, Utah, were either four- or six-wheel bows with
axle-to-axle lengths from 48˝ to as long as 58˝. Brace
heights were very high, mostly 9 inches or more, and
most of the risers were deflexed. That is to say that
the throat of the grip is in front of the pivot point line
as measured from the limb pocket pivot point, thus
giving the bow a higher brace height and a more forgiving geometry.
With the exception of a short stint of using
Kevlar in the mid 1970’s by some of the Olympic
archers (recurve bows), nearly all compound bowstrings were made out of Dacron; the most popular
being Dacron B-50. While many compounders tried
to use Kevlar for bowstring materials, we quickly
found out that you might get a maximum of three 28Continued on Next Page
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target field rounds out of a Kevlar bowstring before
the strands just up and broke without warning! The
Kevlar material, while it shot faster, also broke down
faster. Its limited stretch placed much more strain on
the entire bow system, and it tended to bend and flex
right at the nocking point; and thus, it would break
without warning. Thus, you never knew for sure when
it was going to fail, other than too soon.
Dacron wasn’t without its problems either, since
stretching was a constant problem. Many shooters
wouldn’t use black Dacron bowstrings outdoors due to
the fact that the black seemed to stretch more and faster
than the white material. Imagine how thankful we were
when the steel cables then in use had two anchors on
the end instead of one. This allowed us to have two
bowstrings on the bow at the same time. These were
stretched in nearly exactly the same simply by being on
the bow and shot interchangeably during practice. One
was simply used as a bastard string (and a backup). We
would simply mark our primary string and when getting
ready to go shoot, we would take off the other string,
fold it up and place it into our quiver, just in case. Since
it was already shot in, we usually didn’t have to worry
about having things go haywire should a string fail. But
once again, I’m spoiling things by jumping ahead of
myself. However, the above is important when considering setting up that Springie arrow rest.

most bows and even my launcher arrow rests. What
always ended up happening, however, was that my
arrow centershot would end up just slightly inside of
centershot. I never tested the validity of this, but I
hypothesize that “If the arrow center is just inside of
center shot, then the arrow rides off the coils out to
the tip of the arm and continues its flight path in a
straight line from there.” I could get very good grouping with perfect centershot, but when I moved it in
just a nudge, the grouping was always better.
4. The “Up Angle” of the Arm is Critical From my
experience, the angle of the arm needed to be set so
that the tip of the arm did not go above the horizontal centerline of the arrow shaft. Any lower and the
arrow would not stay against the coils; any higher and
the bottom vane would strike the arrow rest inconsistently and the “ping” would be too loud. The result
was always poor and inconsistent grouping.

Setting up the Springie Arrow Rest
While setting up the arrow rest itself is a very simple
process, getting it set up properly and getting things
set so that your arrows group isn’t as simple as you
might expect.
1. Arrow Rest “Weight” was Critical When I first
started shooting the Springie arrow rest, the first
thing I found out was that my arrow spine needed to
match up closely with the “ounces” rating on the
Springie. If the Springie was too light, you would end
up literally tearing the Springie right off the mount
and ruin it. That happened to me one time and I realized the cause immediately.
2. Arrow Spine Needs to Be Close to Matching the
Bow (or better yet, matching the bow to the arrow; it
is less expensive that way). The Springie arrow rest
has the asset of being flexible in a full 360 degree
plane of motion. However, a heavy or stiff arrow shot
off of a light Springie spells a disaster to get any sort
of grouping and in addition, is a means of tearing the
arrow rest off the bow.
3. Centershot is Important Initially I started with
the arrow just outside of center, just like I did with

5. The Length of the Arm Isn’t as Critical, but the
Out Angle is Critical You can see in the photos of the
different Springies (above) that the arm lengths vary
a lot. From my experiences with arm length, I never
had the arm extend outwards past the outside radius
of the arrow shaft; in fact it was just a nudge less than
that. In addition to this, of course, is that the longer
the arm, a longer arrow is needed for you to accommodate the use of the Springie rest. (the photo above
also shows that the out angle is just barely past the
outside diameter of the arrow shaft). Since most of us
(before the advent of the “overdraw”) shot with the
arrow rest mounted in the Berger Hole, we were
already shooting a lot longer arrow than we did after
we started moving the arrow rests back towards the
wrist. Golden Key made a bracket you could mount
on the bow that would accommodate moving any
arrow rest back behind the riser. We called them
“overdraws,” but in essence, we were “torque tuning”
our arrow rests as early as 1975. I used a home-made
“overdraw” with a Springie arrow rest mounted on it
on my Astro Regency bows in order to pick up a bit
more speed and also to keep up with the Joneses. I

8
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honestly only gained a few points by doing this. With
the advent of the AIM system (the first full synthetic
cabling and string system made out of “Fast-Flite” by
Hoyt, USA) around 1988, I put the regular Springie
rest mount back in the Berger Hole and my scores
went up by quite a bit, as did my consistency.
6. Having both the Back and the Front of the Coils in
Contact with the Shaft is Critical Many people would
simply mount their Springie rest onto the mount so
that it fit the adapter and let it be. I found, from loads
of experience, that it was critical for consistent grouping to have both the leading and trailing edges of the
coils in contact with the arrow shaft when at rest (see
photo right). If the leading edge was in contact and the
trailing edge wasn’t, then I shot lots of left arrows. If
the trailing edge was in contact and the leading edge
wasn’t, then I shot a lot of right arrows.
7. You Cannot have the Arrow Rest Sagging
Downwards Very Much I found that when the tip of
the arrow rest arm was just slightly below the horizontal centerline of the shaft and cradling the shaft so that
the arrow rest coils didn’t sag, my vertical grouping
consistency improved immensely (see photo above).
8. You Could Cut Off the Length of the Arm and then
Bend It In or Out to Match your Shaft Diameter (Within
Reason) This is a simple process. Obviously you don’t
want that arm so short it is bent outwards some 45

degrees or more; that is asking for problems with vane
contact, and does stiffen up the arm immensely. I
found that keeping the angle of the arm close to the
original angle and then simply cutting off and buffing
the cut smooth to match just inside the outer diameter of the shaft worked the best.
So there you have it as far as mounting the arrow rest
onto the bow and getting the angles set. So, what else is
critical and what did the archer need to do about it?
More Critical Aspects
for Setting the Springie Rest
Initially most of the shooters were using “rope releases”
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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in which a cord was attached to the release and then
wrapped around the bowstring and hocked back on the
release aid. Also, most were using monofilament center
serving (up until the advent of the synthetic materials,
then it was declared that monofilament serving slid
around too much). So, obviously there were some
things to consider with the bowstring itself.
The Bow String
Nock Fit As has always been the case, nock fit on the
bow string is very critical for consistency with any
arrow rest, and with the Springie it became even more
important. You don’t want the arrow falling off the
string at full draw or falling off the string when you
load the arrow. You don’t want it snapping on too hard
either.
Type of Nocking Point Locator Most of us were
using a single brass “nock-set” type of nocking point
locator on our bowstring. We would simply place the
arrow nock under the nock locator, slide the release
rope up against the nock and call it good. We shot
many fine scores that way. The problem with this
is/was that we had no means of knowing whether the
nocking point was moving up the string or not without measuring it all the time, or suddenly finding out
we were shooting low and by process of elimination
realizing that our nocking point had moved!
It wasn’t long that I started using two nocking

point locators above the arrow and placing the “open
slot” of the bottom nock-set so it was inside the slot
of the arrow nock and the other one 90 degrees to that
and away from my face (so I didn’t get cut or chafed
by the rough edge). The reason for doing this was
really twofold: first was to stop the nocking point
from moving, but more importantly, it was to allow
me to tune my nocking point in small increments and
lock it down! What I discovered by trial and error
was, assuming my “wheel timing” was right, that if my
groups at close distance (30 yards) were horizontal,
then I needed to move the nocking point up. If the
groups were vertical, then I needed to move the nock10

ing point down. By having two nock-sets, I could
move one in the proper direction in a small increment
and then slide the other one against it for the new setting and try again. I would do this at 30 yards until
the groups were as tight as I could get them, then I
would move out to 65 yards and repeat the process.
Low and behold, in the middle 1980’s, around 1985,
Larry Wise wrote the first edition of On Target for
Tuning Your Compound Bow, and sure enough, the
very technique mentioned above was contained in
that book. (Chapters 6 & 7, pp. 46-54).
The Eliminator Button Shortly thereafter, archers

A double top nock locator setup with an eliminator button (see next
section below)

started using a small rubber cushion that was placed
on the bow string below the nock-sets. Personally, I
always put two or three of these on the bowstring. I
only used one of them; the others were there as spares
(slid way down on the bowstring before tuning the
string in) just in case one wore out or broke. In all the
years I used an eliminator button, I never had to use a
spare; but they were there anyway (ProActive Archery
in action!) The use of the eliminator button allowed a
cushion between the release rope (or release jaws) and
the bottom of the nock, and it also helped with the
consistency of how far the arrow nock slid down the
string as the arrow was loosed.
Tied On Nocking Point with Nock-Set On Top and
Eliminator Button Below This technique served the
same purpose as using two brass nock sets; that is that
you could move one of the two for tuning your groups
and then move the other one up snug against the
other. I rarely used tied on nocking points. An advantage is that if you tied them loosely enough, you could
move them easily for tuning and lock them in with a
nock set or glued up dental floss. The disadvantage is
that if you tied it too tightly, you couldn’t move it at
Archery Focus

all without spreading out your serving material.
The Arrow Nock Rotation (Probably the Most
Important Aspect of the Springie Rest Setup)
Most everyone who shot a “shoot around” arrow rest
knew that nock rotation was very important. Also
important was getting your nocks on straight. Prior to
the advent of Uni-bushings, arrow shafts had tapers on
one end and came from the factory that way. That didn’t guarantee that those tapers were straight, however.
Savvy shooters would true up the tapers to get them as
straight as possible, so that the nocks went on straight
when the glue was applied. They would also make
absolutely certain that the nock rotation was as close to
exactly the same on every shaft in their quiver, too. The
arrows did not come out of the fletching jigs with the
vanes in the proper orientation, so the nocks had to be
rotated after the arrows were fletched up.
For shooting the Springie rest, it was imperative
that every arrow’s nock be rotated exactly the same
with regard to the relationship between the bottom
vane and the Springie launcher arm! There were all
sorts of ways to ensure this. I started with a Frank
Pearson suggestion to simply lay the arrows on a table,

and, by using a “master arrow” that you knew was
right, you matched the angle of the slot with the master arrow. I went a step farther. I would not glue on the
nocks after the above process and would go out and
shoot the set of arrows at 65 yards and group shoot the
arrows. Once all the arrows in that batch were shooting tight groups at 65 yards, I would make a scratch on
the arrow taper with an Exacto knife that matched the
nock mold line. Then, I would remove that nock, put
on a dab of glue, and then press on and match the
arrow mold lines with the scratch on the arrow taper.
This made sure that all my arrows matched with
regard to nock rotation. It also made changing nocks
in the field an easy process. I could peel off a nock,
lightly clean off the excess glue, apply glue, press on
the nock, match the mold line to the taper and let the
glue dry. That arrow was ready to go again without a
hassle of worrying about alignment (the arrows in the
next photo have Henderson glued on nocks). Note In
normal vision, the scratches and mold lines are easily
visible, but for clarity, I had to highlight them to get
the contrast to show up in the photos.
Bjorn Nocks versus Plastinocks, versus
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available in Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Here is the link to Pat Norris Archery where you
can order the “Springy” arrow rest directly from Pat. I
must add that they are no longer on the Lancaster
Archery web site (now listed as unavailable). You can
order a 10 pack of springs for $17.90. Simply follow the
instructions on the page if you want to distribute your
springy order to include several weights of Springys.
http://www.patnorrisarchery.com/?product=replacem
ent-springy-springs
Henderson Nocks Initially, I used Bjorn nocks, which
we could purchase for $5 per 100 nocks. Then, I started using Plastinocks because the nocks’ profiles were
parallel to the shaft which helped reduce kiss outs.
Then, I purchased 100 “Henderson” nocks that were
also made by Plastinocks. The difference? While
seemingly small, they made a dramatic difference in
getting the nocks onto the shafts straight, without
them popping off. Henderson nocks had a small hole
in the bottom of the nock slot. This allowed that
small amount of air that was trapped in the arrow
nock to bleed out when you glued on the arrow nock.
It ensured you got that nock on straight! At the time,
I had a few hundred Plastinocks. I found the rightsized needle that fit the Henderson nock’s hole and
proceeded to turn my Plastinocks into Henderson
Nocks simply by heating up the needle and punching
a hole in the bottom of the nock slot!
Springie Rest Protection
One last thing in closing: I only ruined two Springie
arrow rests in all the years I shot them. The first one
was because I used too light of a Springie and tore it
off the bow, bending it badly out of shape. The second one was early on when I caught the end of the
Springie on the inside of a soft bow case because the
Springie wasn’t protected. There was a solution I didn’t know about at the time, but in the rush, I came up
with the solution specifically for my application: I
took the cap off of a spray can, punched two holes in
it. Then I simply placed rubber bands into each of the
holes. I would place the cap over the arrow rest and
wrap the rubber bands around the riser to hook onto
the mounting bracket. Problem resolved.
Springy Rests Are Still Available!
Pat Norris still makes the “Springy” arrow rests. They
are a still a very viable arrow rest. If properly protected in your bow case and not abused, they last forever.
Once set up they are bulletproof, they never lose their
adjustment. Are you interested?
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Conclusion
Archers tend to stampede toward “new and
improved” leaving good pieces of equipment languishing in their spare parts drawers. I still think that
a Springy/Springie rest is a viable and usable arrow
rest even on today’s compound bows with D-loops
and fast cams. The arrow rests are nearly indestructible, they won’t move unless you move them, and will
last for many thousands of shots; even longer than
today’s launcher blade rests. Brackets are available and
have been available since the mid 1970’s, (or you can
make your own) for those of you that want to torque
tune your arrow rests. The only drawback is that you
are going to likely have to make your own springy rest
arrow holder out of a 5⁄16˝ bolt or find someone who
has some of the longer reach Springy rest mounts.
My Experiences Unlike the launcher blade arrow
rests that are still, after 43 years the most used arrow
rests by top professional archers, the Springy/Springie
arrow rests seemed to have a life-span within competitive archery of about 25 years before the fall-aways
and the launcher arrow rests picked up in popularity.
You hardly see any Springy rests mounted on bows
these days, but those who shoot them love them.
They are probably, once set up correctly as good as (or
for me better than) launcher type arrow rests. The big
draw back is that you don’t have vertical adjustment of
the arrow rest itself if it is mounted on anything other
than something like a Golden Key Premier rest. The
other thing is that you would have to mount your
arrow rest inside the sight window into the regular
arrow rest mounting hole or purchase (or make) an
“overdraw” unit that has a threaded hole in it for
mounting an arrow rest in order to allow you to
“torque tune” your bow. Since the Springy arrow rest
can flex in a 3600 plane, moving the D-loop or nocking point slightly would eliminate the need for moving the rest up or down. But alas, most top shooters
don’t move their d-loop positioning once that proper
pulling point is established; they move the arrow rest
in small increments.
Archery Focus

Target Face Pins
That Screw In
by William Moltzan
Many clubs use roofing nails, the ones with the plastic washer, to hold target faces to a foam target butt,
like American Whitetail or Block targets. They work
great but sometimes you rip your fingernails out trying to remove them. Plus, the plastic washers break
off and make it even harder to get them out. And they
don’t work very well in bag targets after the target gets
some use.
I use a bag target to practice
my form at home. I don’t use the
spots painted into the cover but
use targets that simulate shooting at distance.
Attaching them and keeping them attached posed a
slight problem to me as whatever I used to pin up my
faces, they often popped out after a couple shots. I
wondered, what if I used a screw of some type, instead
of a pin, and screwed them in instead of just pinning
them? Maybe the screw would grab better. This is
how I got started making my own target pins out of
drywall screws and electrical wire nuts. The “bale

pins” thus made screw into the burlap or the original
covers of bag targets very nicely and work quite well
in foam targets as well.
Wire nuts are plastic cones with a tapered spring
inside that grip twisted bare wires when you screw
one onto them. They are designed to hold well as you
wouldn’t want wires in your house to come loose.
I use yellow wire nuts, one brand is Ideal #74B.
Many other companies make
them as well. One home center
had generic brand of 25 for a few
dollars. I use 2˝ #6 drywall screws either fine thread or
coarse (they come both ways). These drywall screws
come 100 in a pack for a couple bucks.
First you’ll need to cut the heads off a few of the
drywall screws. Clamp the head in a vise and cut it off
with a hack saw (see photo on next page). Safety Note
Make sure to use safety glasses as you could have flying
objects.

80 cm Target Face with Plastic Washer Roofing Nails

Plastic Washer Roofing Nails

Archery DIY

Archery Focus
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Here is what your finished pins will look like.

Now that the head is cut off the screw it’s time to
assemble the pins. If using the fine thread screws, you
can just screw them into the wire nuts, cut off end
first. The coarse thread screws don’t go into the wire
nuts as deep so I taper the end with a grinding wheel
(see the middle screw shaft in the photo opposite, top left).
You could also use a Dremel Tool (a handheld, high
speed motor tool) with a grinding bit. I also taper the
fine thread screws just so they go in a bit deeper. I’ve
done the fine thread screws both ways and have never
had any come loose. By tapering the shaft a bit, it goes
into the wire nut a bit straighter, too.
Here’s the final part, hold the screw with a pair of
pliers, no need to bear down on it as you might crush
the threads. Screw the wire nut onto the screw. You
will end up going into the wire nut one half of a turn
to a full turn. If you go too tight you might crack the

Here are your starting materials.
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Here they are in action!

wire nut. Go until they’re snug.
You’re done!
You can make them with longer screws if you need
longer ones but for my home bag targets these work
great. They also work great in foam targets.
To use them, you do not just shove them into the
target; you screw them in and out. It doesn’t take
much effort and no material gets ripped out when
removing or inserting them. I have yet to have one fall
out during shooting.
One caution, if you leave target faces on your
butts and you drop the butts on the ground, these may
not be the best choice as they could get broken. Other
than that, they are fantastic!

The screw heads can be removed using simple hand tools.
Archery Focus

Note the middle screw shaft--after the head was removed the threads
were ground down a little to fit into the wire nut that much better.

The screw heads can be removed using simple hand tools.

Artist Makes Art
with Bow-Arrows
George Rammell’s art has appeared in Archery Focus
before, even onto our cover (see AFm 12-2). Now you
can see him in the act of making his latest works on
YouTube . . . right here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tg-jja7eUGk
You are going to enjoy this, especially if you have any
inner child left in you.

George Rammell with his latest work.

Even George’s tools become art!

Archery Focus
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
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Effective Archery
Training
by Matt Lee
Question How can you fast track a technique change?
Answer Keep ingraining good habits/good technique and keep your bad habits at bay, when under
pressure.
My son’s golf coach, once said to me “Bad technique habits are always going to be there, you need to
work on good habit drills and practices everyday so
that you bury the bad habits as deep as possible so
that they rarely, if ever, come back again. The deeper
you bury them, the better you will perform under
pressure.”
I totally agree. Bad habits, old habits, old technique, glitches, whatever you like to call them, you
never truly get rid of them. They will always be there
and they will surface, most likely when you are under
pressure in a match or tournament. Why? Because
archery is one of the few
sports where you have too
much time to think about
the shot before you do it.
An other example is golf.
When I was coaching
full-time at the Australian
Institute of Sport, we
would have regular training
camps for non-scholarship
archers. Which gave them
the opportunity to come and train with the full-time
archers we had in the program and use the technology we had to fast track their skills.
Much of that technology back in 2003 had to be
specially designed and built in house at the AIS
Biomechanics workshop. The equipment was bulky
and difficult to travel with or even move around a
training area. But the incredibly fast rate of advancement we have seen in these technologies in the last
decade or so, much of what I helped develop at the
AIS, is now very affordable and easily found and purchased, or even free.
So let’s look at some of the ways in which you the

archer and your coach can fast track your training
using technology to your advantage. In later articles I
also plan to go through training drills and other uses
of archery training equipment that I helped develop
at the AIS Archery Program from 2003 to 2007.
The biggest advantage a full-time athlete or perhaps
a scholarship holder at a sports institute has over anyone else is that they have access to a coach every time
they train. Coaching isn’t just about changing a technique because of a flaw – it is also about maintaining
a technique to ensure that bad habits don’t creep in.
The more consistent your technique is – the more
consistent your arrow flight can be. Keep in mind,
though, that once the arrow leaves the bow, you have
no control whatsoever over the arrow during its flight
to the target. Your technical
execution can be perfect –
but that doesn’t mean the
arrow is going to hit the
target where you were aiming. Factors such as wind,
humidity, rain, etc. come
into play and once that
arrow is flying there is no
control or counter action if
a gust of wind comes up.
This is where the mental strength of any athlete
comes into play. Being able to accept the result,
regardless of the technical perfection of a technique’s
execution, no matter what the sport. Those who are
able to accept and forget, and keep going with 100%
belief in their abilities are the ones who become
champions.
Now, the tools discussed below are just coaching
tools that can be used by the coach and athlete
together during their coaching lessons and also by the
athlete when the coach is not available – provided
that the coach has given them a baseline to work

“Bad habits, old habits, old technique, glitches, whatever you like
to call them, you never truly get
rid of them. They will always be
there and they will surface, most
likely when you are under pressure in a match or tournament.”
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towards and can refer back to. I won’t get into what
should be coached – that is a whole new topic and
really, archery technique has been written about in
more books than I can name and are really very
dependent upon the ideals and philosophies of the
coach.
Setting Up a Delay Video System
Replaying an event back to an athlete can have a very
big effect when coaching. The adage, “feel isn’t real”
can actually be fixed so that “feel becomes real.”
Fourteen years ago, the delayed video system built
and developed by the AIS Biomechanics Dept., took
a lot of work with custom built parts and was also
large and bulky, not to mention expensive. But the
results were undeniable and helped to fast track the
training. Basically a camera would video a certain part
of the archer’s technique. Let’s say the string fingers
as we want to improve the release of the bow string.
So the camera would be zoomed in to show the fingers at anchor as well as the full release. This would
be recorded and stored in memory and then played
back to the archer on a portable video screen after a
designated time, about 8 seconds. This would allow
the coach to show the archer what their current
release looked like. Then the archer would attempt
the change that the coach wanted, which would then
be replayed back to them on the video screen. The
archer then knows what the “good” release looks like
and also then relates that back to the feeling of the
good release as well. So that feel becomes real in that
it gets linked to what is real.
Using today’s’ technology, nothing needs to be
custom built. With several options to be able to do
this, with PC/Laptop and iPad. Let’s look at the
PC/Laptop option first.
Using a PC/Laptop There are two options here
and which you select will depend on the sort of video
quality you are after as well your budget, aka how
much you want to spend. If your laptop computer has
a built in web camera, you can use this, but I have
found that the video quality of inbuilt webcams are
usually quite low. So, if you have a purpose built webcam, this is often the better option. All you need to do
is download (it is free) VLC Media Player. This is a
great bit of software that has a lot of hidden features
that people don’t generally know about. One of them
being . . . wait for it . . . a delayed playback of live
vision that the webcam captures.
Here is how to set it up…
1. After starting up VLC media player, click on the
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menu option “Media.”
2. Then click on “Open Capture Device” in the drop
down menu.

3. Once you have the “Open Media” window up on
screen, make the following changes from the
default options below.

• Capture Mode – leave as DirectShow
Under “Device Selection” change the following:
• Video Device Name – change to your webcam
that should be detected and showing in the drop
down menu.
• Audio Device Name – change this to “None.”
Note – This just captures sound by using the available options, but can actually cause the video playback to freeze if you select anything else but the
“None” option.
4. Once you have these settings, then click on the
play button.This will return you to the main VLC
Media Player screen. You should then see a live
play view of whatever your webcam is aimed at.
Now … to change it to a delay video feed.
5. All you now need to do is click on the Pause button in the bottom left corner of the VLC media
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player screen. This will pause the current live
stream video from the webcam. If you want an 8
second delay for example, then count 8 seconds
after you click on the pause button and then click
on the Play button. You now have an 8 second
delay video system. So you can shoot, hold your
finish like you would normally and still have
enough time to then look at the laptop computer
screen and watch what you did.
From here, once you know what you want to
change to and what it looks like, you can then watch
the video and make the changes. Doing this, can then
turn what you feel into what is real.
A classic example of this is that all coaches tell
their archers that you need to stand straight. Not be
leaning away or towards the target. The archer then
knows this and their subconscious is saying “I am
standing up straight.” Actually many archers don’t do
this and they have a slight or pronounced lean away
from the target. As seen in the diagram below.

The archer’s brain has associated the feeling of
leaning away from the target with “standing up
straight,” simply because the coach told them that
they need to stand up straight. When I have adjusted
archers to be standing up straight, they all said the
same thing – that they felt like they were leaning forwards towards the target. Even though in the delay
video and full length wall mirrors they were standing
in front of – they could see they were in fact now
standing up straight. Really – feel was not real.. So an
important use of the delay video system is that you as
an athlete can then “turn feel into real” and then
translate this into real improvements in your shooting.
A Logitech Option Another option is to use some
free software from Logitech, which works especially
well with their range of webcams. In particular the
software has a motion detection system with motion
sensitivity adjustments. This is the system that my son
Archery Focus

currently uses for his golf training as an elite amateur
golfer. The motion detection system automatically
starts recording the live feed as soon as it detects you
are moving inside the picture frame. You can then use
the software’s playback feature to replay the video
over and over again as many times as you want as it is
saved to the hard drive of the laptop. The VLC Media
Player doesn’t record the video – it just replays it on a
time delay.
It is important here to also note that I recommend the use of just one camera at a time. Yes, I do
realise it is possible to connect up several web cams to
a laptop/PC for multiple views at once. But again – I
don’t recommend this simply because you as a coach
and your archer should not be trying to “fix” or change
more than one thing at a time. Again … we have to
avoid Paralysis by Analysis. Yeah, it is great to have all
this information, but you need to be able to know how
and when to use it and not be worried about getting
things exactly perfect in all areas at once. Focus on
one thing at a time, there are flow on effects to any
change you make.
Here is how to setup the Logitech software. I’m
not sure if this software will work with non-Logitech
webcams as I only have Logitech webcams.
First, download the Logitech webcam software
from their website. I am using the Logitech C615
webcam. But I believe the software is the same for all
the Logitech webcams. http://support.logitech.com/
en_us/product/hd-webcam-c615#download
1. After you install the software, start it up by double-clicking the webcam icon on your desktop.

2. At this screen, click on the “Motion Detection”
option in the bottom left corner of the screen. This
will open up another window showing the motion
detection video capture screen.
Continued on the Next Page
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Here you can setup the camera to start
recording when it detects any movement. How
much movement there needs to be and how long
the video will record for once it has detected
movement.
I suggest starting the motion sensitivity setting to be all the way to the left – lowest sensitivity. This means that the camera will start recording
at the smallest amount of movement that it
detects. You may end up with a few unwanted
videos to start with – but you will soon learn how
sensitive you want the motion detection to be.
3. Once you are ready to start recording, click on the
motion detection icon indicated below and the
webcam will become active and start recording
when it detects movement.
4. After you have recorded your shot the recorded
video will show up at the base of the window as
seen below. A series of test videos I have done at
my desk have shown up.

From here you just need to double-click on
the video you want to watch.
Using this system you can just delete the videos
you don’t want and keep the ones you do. You can
then watch them over and over. Let’s say your coach
has convinced you to change your technique – if this
is what you are working on, then the proper technique
will be the first video that is recorded. This way you
can then compare your following videos to the first
one and focus on trying to emulate the first video as
it will be the reference video showing the proper technique that you are wanting to achieve.
Another option with the Logitech webcam software is to just manually start the recording yourself
and shoot a few arrows and then manually stop the
recording.
1. Back at the opening screen of the Logitech webcam software, click on “Quick Capture”.
2. After you click on the camera icon, it will turn red
and start recording whatever is on screen – see the
screenshot below. Click the icon again to stop it
recording.
3. When you have stopped recording, your video will
appear in the bottom of the screen. All you need to
do is double-click the newly recorded video icon
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and you can watch yourself shooting, over and over
again. You can then save the video to another folder or delete it. My suggestion is to keep the videos
as a log of your progress.
Keeping a full dated log of all your videos is the
best way to track your progress but also keep up a positive attitude. As always, athletes have their ups and
downs in performances and scores. Whenever I found
that my archers at the AIS were a bit down on their
current form and feeling like they had not really gotten better at all, I would always have a “video hour”
with all of them. They would all sit in front of the
large analysis TV screen we had in our team lunch
room and I would bring out and play their original
video, which I recorded when they first joined the
AIS Archery program. Some of them would say it was
like watching the funniest home videos TV show and
would wonder how were they able to hit the target at
all when they first started archery, after looking at
themselves with their original technique and comparing it to what they were like currently.
Using an iPad Many people who own iPads have
done lots of searches on the App Store for analysis
software for archery and found nothing. Well I have
some good news! No, there is nothing specifically for
archery, but there is a lot of other sports analysis software apps available from the App Store for free that
can be adapted for use with archery. The adaptation
doesn’t mean there is a degradation of any kind, in
fact it is excellent stuff, especially if you have a later
model iPad that is capable of slow-motion video.
Some of the apps available take advantage of and use
this feature.
Disclaimer Now, before I continue, I will just
make a quick disclaimer that I don’t endorse any of
the software that I am describing in this article. I have
used several of them and continue to do so. I am not
paid by the developers and, in fact, the only reason I
use some of this software is that is it suits my purpose
and also it’s free on the Apple App Store, which fits
into my budget and most other people’s budget quite
nicely.
I have also included some low-cost options that I
have used and I know other coaches use as well. Being
that these cost money, I have only included programs
that I have used and am happy with to the point
where I would recommend them to other coaches.
If you having an iPad or iPhone you are able to
download some free apps to try them out yourself. Of
all the free apps I have downloaded and tested, I liked
the following two apps for video delay systems.
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BaM Video Delay BaM Video Delay
allows the use of the front and rear
camera on your device and you are
able to adjust the delay to suit what
you are doing. Best to have some
sort of tripod mount for your phone
or iPad when using this app. Video quality will
depend on lighting conditions (as always) as well as
the model of your i-device. The later models with the
retina display and slow motion video offer better
quality. That said, my first generation iPad still produces very acceptable quality and the video quality is
more than acceptable.
Live Video Delay This is another free
offering that offers video delay as its
function.

Technique Analysis Software for the iPad
Dartfish – $10.99
Dartfish is what we used at the AIS
and PC versions are also available.
Prices will depend on exchange
rates etc. so be careful. Suffice to say
that Dartfish is the best sports
analysis system I have used and can be used for all
sports. There are no further in-app purchases and you
will also find that this is the video analysis software
most used by professional athletes, coaches,
Olympians, and Sports Institutes. Lines can be drawn
on the video recording as well to highlight what you
are working on with your technique.
V1 Sports+ (Has In-App purchases.
$7.99)
V1 Sports+ is a particularly good
piece of software. My son and his
golf coach use this software on an
iPad and it is also available for PCs.
Lines and circles can be drawn on the video to highlight certain aspects that the coach and athlete are
working on. As always the video/picture quality will
depend on what device it is used on. With newer
model iPad etc having better quality imaging.
The following two pieces of software, I have not
tested, but have read a lot of good
comments on both Coach’s Eye
and Hudl Technique, on coaching
forums so am happy to recommend
them on this basis.
Coach’s Eye – Video Analysis
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$7.99 and then extra for in-App purchases.
Hudl Technique: Slow Motion Video
Analysis (Has in-App purchases –
monthly ($12.99) or Yearly subscription ($79.99))
My recommendation on using
any piece of software is to first
decide what it is you need and are wanting to use the
analysis software for. Don’t buy something just
because it has a bunch of bells and whistles on it and
has a feature list several pages long. You may well be
paying for many things that you don’t need or features
you may well never use. It’s like comparing the word
processors that we use to write articles or assignments. Yeah Microsoft Word is great – it has more
features that I even know about or actually need or
will even use in my lifetime. In fact I wouldn’t even
use 5% of the full features it has. Yet, Microsoft
Notepad is definitely not good enough to use for what
I need. Conversely, the now defunct Microsoft Works
had a word processor which would easily fulfill my
basic needs. Smart phone and tablets apps are so
cheap that we don’t apply the same standards we did
when software programs like Microsoft Word cost
$400, but we should.
So my advice is to work out the features you
would like. Slow motion video is always atop feature
lists, as is being able to pause the video and then
advance frame by frame and to be able to draw lines
on the screen as well. For a coach – being able to add
an audio-commentary would also be a great feature if
you plan on giving your athlete a copy of the video
that they can replay at any time and listen to your
comments. This is especially good if your athlete
doesn’t get to see you very often for coaching. It
would also give them a baseline to work from. Being
able to see their current technique and then another
video with the change that they are working on creates a perfect reference point.
Once you work out what you need, then make a
decision on which to download or purchase. Even
better, see if you can find someone who already is
using the software you have chosen and ask to try it
out with them showing you how they use it.
Especially good, if you decide you want one of the
options that is going to cost a few dollars or a yearly
subscription.
Archery Apps for the Archer
Both of these apps allow you to track impact location
Continued on the Next Page
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of your arrows on the target, not just written arrow
scores. Impact location is paramount as in calm conditions you will see if your sight is truly where it
should be.
Archery Score Free (iPhone only)

ArcherZUpshot Archery Scoring and
Analysis (iPhone and iPad) This is
no longer being supported but you
may still be able to get a copy.

Be Careful with Technique Analysis
Okay, there is a big caveat emptor for everyone, especially archers. Let’s talk about Paralysis by Analysis
and things to be careful about and aware of when
using science in sport to dissect technique.
Many a great and even elite and champion athlete
has been struck down by this phenomenon. In an
attempt to be “too technically perfect” athletes have
filled their heads with needing to be in particular
positions when shooting their bow, swinging their
golf club/hockey stick/tennis racket, etc. that they can
no longer do what came naturally to them, what made
them a champion or prospective elite athlete in the
first place. It may not have originated with the athletes themselves, but they let someone, maybe a
coach, a sports commentator/reporter, a “lounge chair
coach,” or the many social media trolls of this world,
get into their heads. These folks told them they are
“doing it wrong” or “you could be even more accurate/better, if you changed this part of your technique”
or how about the comment that we hear time and
time again that “athlete-X has never truly lived up to
their talent or expected amount of success.”
When it happens to those athletes who are
already at the top of their game, ranking as being one
of the best in the world, I blame their coach for this.
Both the coach and athlete need to realise that there
will be days where whatever it is we are doing on the
field of play, we can do no wrong for some reason,
whatever we do turns to gold. When those days come
along – live in them on that day, revel in it, don’t ask
why, and just accept it. But remember, as an athlete
you are also going to have days where others will be
looking at you and asking if you have ever shot a bow
before, ever played the game of golf before, ever
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swung a tennis racket, etc. No one is the same day
after day after day.
Don’t over analyse a technique. If you are going to
make changes focus on one thing and make sure that
it is the root cause of the problem you are trying to
fix. For example, I still see many recurve archers opening their fingers to release the string when the clicker
goes off. Opening the fingers can cause the string to
oscillate more than necessary and will have a direct
affect on arrow flight. But what do we fix? Do we just
look at the hand and fingers? Or do we work out if
the archer truly knows which muscles they should be
using to draw and hold the bow at full draw to then
be able to remove tension from the arm and hand that
is drawing the string? Find the real cause of the problem and look past what you are looking at, be a coach
who can truly see instead of just looking at the
“glitch.” Fix the real cause of the problem. Also
remembering the flow on effects of any change as well
as do not try to be perfect; we are not robots.
As a coach, you need to realise that the use of any
sort of science in sport can be of benefit and detriment to your athlete. As a coach, you will have an
innate nature that wants to know why your athlete
was able to perform a certain shot at that time. The
biomechanics, the technical angles and positions, the
causes and effects. Great, that is your job. But remember this: science doesn’t explain everything. Science
can graphically show things but it cannot explain
what an athlete feels. Does the athlete even care what
the monitors or electrodes you attach to them show
when they hit the target? No, they just care about the
fact that they just won the shoot off to win a gold
medal. Does science explain why an athlete goes
through a robotic like pre-shot routine every time,
before they take their shot, what that pre-shot routine
does for the mental focus of the athlete? No. Yet the
athlete can reproduce the action and result time and
time again. This is the athlete’s own internal science
that they understand and should not be messed with.
The science of the elite high performance athlete
is within them, it is what they taste, feel, and sense in
their surroundings. The knowing that comes from
within themselves, of what they need to do to achieve
the outcome they are after. It comes from their heart,
not their brain or a machine measuring their actions
or their muscles electrical pulses. This is what science
can’t explain and should be left alone instead of trying
to have it dissected and analysed. It certainly doesn’t
benefit an archer having thoughts about the science
running through their heads when trying to perform.
Archery Focus

Some information is for the coach, other is for the
archer. Know which is which.
You can always tell when a coach or athlete is
using too much science in sport. Consider sports
commentator comments like, “When he/she first
came on the scene, their technique was so free-wheeling and flowing, it was like they played the game
without a care in the world”. Now look at them, the
free-wheeling is gone, they are trying to hit positions
in their technique and it is like they are now a robot.”
That athlete has lost the ability to “get in the
zone,” where there is no thinking, there is just the
next shot and they live in the moment. Golf is like
this. One of the comments made recently is that a
great majority of professional golfers all look the
same, like robots. Archery seems to be heading in the
same direction. Yes biomechanics has its place: to prevent injury and use the body in its most efficient manner for the action that is required. But modern
athletes has lost their personalities, their styles, what
makes them different from others in the same sport,
even though they have the same basic fundamentals.
A coach once tested bow accuracy by putting a
bow in a shooting machine and shooting arrows with
it. Testing such things as the number of strands in a
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string, plunger button pressure, sight settings etc. His
calculations proved a difference of several points,
which would mean the difference between winning
and losing. But in the real world of shooting, this
made no difference at all. I reminded him that we are
humans, not robots.
I could easily go farther here, but I’ll leave that for
another article or the book that I am currently writing. Suffice to say, that sometimes too much information can be just as bad as not enough and this is where
coaches need to know what the right amount of information is as well as how to communicate it to their
athlete. While coaching at the Australian Institute of
Sport, the ages of the 12 archers in the Archery
Program ranged from as young as 11 years old to
archers in their 20’s and 30’s. They varied in not just
age, but also competitive experiences as well, being
from domestic state and national championships at
one end to archers who had competed for Australia in
Overseas Grand Prix, World Championships, and
Olympics Games. My explanations on any one topic
with any one of those athletes were always different
and depended on the age and experience of the archer
I was coaching at that specific time. This, I think, is
foundational to good coaching.
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Transition from
Joy in Tens to
Fear of Nines
by Steve Ruis
Archery is a funny sport. When one first starts
one is happy to hit the target and accumulate
points. But after one acquires some proficiency, one
sees shots that are not dead center as shots that lose
points. So one transitions from accumulation ( Joy
in 10’s!) to loss prevention (Fear of 9’s!) as an attitude toward scoring. (If you shoot other than a ten
point target, you know what I mean.)
There is a bit of a mental trap one can fall into
as one makes this transition and that is taking extra
time trying to make the aim perfect as a way to
avoid those “losses.” At
first this works as the
archer has already gained a
necessary proficiency, but
there is no clear stopping
point on the path to perfect. How “refined” should
the aim be? The fear of
loss of points drives one to
take ever more time aiming, which disrupts normal
shooting rhythm which
results in additional points lost which results in
even more pressure to make the aim better. This is a
destructive feedback cycle. Of course it is not the
aim which is the cause of the points being lost, it is
the disruption of a solid shooting rhythm.

Instead of a shot rooted in the subconscious
mind, with the conscious mind just overseeing the
process, the shot becomes rooted in the conscious
mind, with checklists, and fears, and changes of
mind becoming prevalent. And all of the time, shots
seem to take longer and longer and longer as our
conscious minds flit from one item to the next to
the next. Our subconscious mind is the multitasker,
our conscious mind is a grinder.
So, what is a coach to recommend for an archer
who seems to be heading down this dead end path?
To me there seem to be
two approaches: one is to
focus on shooting in
rhythm and the other is to
break the illusion that a
“better aim” will result in a
better shot.

“The fear of loss of points drives
one to take ever more time aiming, which disrupts normal
shooting rhythm which results in
additional points lost which
results in even more pressure to
make the aim better.”
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Focusing on
Shooting Rhythm
Background Many archers
are unaware that an
archery shot’s rhythm is based on psychology as well
as physiology. Almost all archers quickly recognize
that if they stand at full draw too long, their ability
to function degrades quickly. This is because physiContinued on the Next Page
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ologically one’s muscles consume their available
ready energy and muscle fatigue sets in. But there is
a psychological aspect, too. One can hold a concept
or feeling in one’s mind for only about nine seconds.
The shot sequence is
designed to apportion an
archer’s conscious attention to what is needed to
be done but it must not
exceed nine seconds in
total duration because
after that point, previous
instructions to one’s body
lose strength. So, at the beginning of a shot we set
our feet, knees, hips, etc. associated with taking our
stance, then our minds move on to focus on things
like nocking and drawing, etc. The clock is running,
though, on the previous steps. Since we no longer
are thinking about them, they can drift off to slightly different positions. The nine seconds is not chiseled in stone. Some have slightly more time
available and other less. And, I suspect, that individuals vary in this from day to day. Consistency is
not something hard wired into human beings.
Monitoring Shooting Rhythm Every archer has a
shooting rhythm. Some shoot very quickly while
others shoot quite slowly. To find what the shooting
rhythm of an archer is a coach need only observe
them when they are shooting their best. I use a
stopwatch and time from the raise of the bow to the
loose of the string. When archers are shooting well,
this time is quite consistent and well under nine
seconds in duration.
When the time it
takes to shoot varies from
this optimal rhythm,
scores usually drop. I have
seen recurve archers on a
shooting line with compound archers (who generally shoot slower) slow
down to shoot in roughly
the same rhythm as the
others on their line, and
their scores decline as a
consequence. In the situation we are addressing now, archers who are trying
to aim too finely, compound or recurve, spend too
much time at full draw and slow their rhythm out of
the range in which they generally shoot well.
Correctives One way to get archers to shoot in

rhythm and not spend too much time aiming, is to
set boundaries on the shot timing. During practice,
sit behind the archer and time his/her shots. If the
archer reaches the upper limit of the agreed upon
“good shooting zone” they
are instructed to let down.
Over time this creates an
upper limit on shot timing
that an archer can monitor
themselves.(They can also
use a snatch of song to run
through their head to keep
track of this time.)
Another way is to have your student-archer
shoot blind bale, aka “eyes closed,” until he/she feels
their own best rhythm and then try to recreate that
rhythm while shooting eyes open. One effective
drill for doing this is to put up two target faces.
Assuming the archer has a good sight mark, they
draw upon one target and close their eyes when they
hit anchor and then finish their shot. On the other
target face, they shoot normally, trying to keep to
their normal rhythm. This drill actually encompasses the next approach to some extent.
As has been often suggested, a metronome can
be used to help an archer keep in rhythm. These are
available battery powered so they can be used outdoors and even “over the ear” models are available.

“Instead of a shot rooted in the
subconscious mind, with the
conscious mind just overseeing
the process, the shot becomes
rooted in the conscious mind.”

Breaking the Better Aim Illusion
There is a drill I recommend to students in this situation that is designed to break the illusion that “if
I could only aim better, I would lose fewer points.”
It is quite simple: while
shooting at a quite close
distance, once anchor position has been achieved the
archer is to close his/her
eyes and finish the shot.
Some archers will be
shocked to see themselves
shooting better scores this
way that what they were
just doing.
“How can I shoot better with my eyes closed?”
The answer is that they are shooting in rhythm
which means the other parts of their shot are not
drifting “off ” because of too much time having
passed since any attention was paid to them.
After some drilling at the short distance, mov-

“I have seen recurve archers on
a shooting line with compound
archers (who generally shoot
slower) slow down to shoot in
roughly the same rhythm as the
others on their line, and their
scores decline as
a consequence.”
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ing back to a longer distance will reinforce the
effect. So, indoors, one might shoot at 9 m / 10 yd
and then move back to 18 m/ 20 yd.
Why It Works In the
very few seconds it takes
to finish a shot, the aperture or arrow point is
unlikely to move far. Shot
hit points will not drift far
from where they would be
had the eyes been left
open. This loss of vision breaks the link in the
archer’s mind between the quality of the aim and
the quality of the shot. Of course, this link is subconscious so the drill needs to be done long enough
to get through to the subconscious mind. A conscious “ah hah” moment may mislead an archer that
they are “cured” when they really are not.

space the bow will end up in. This involves raising
the bow above a point it was already at and then
lowering it. This is a waste of time and energy. (It
doesn’t mean it can’t be
done, but it wastes time
and energy and doesn’t
provide offsetting benefits.) Stripping out unnecessary motions and efforts
also strips out feelings that
don’t help an archer’s subconscious mind recognize a good shot from a bad
one.
The best time to tackle a problem like this is
before it occurs or as soon after it comes up as possible. Good instruction can held an archer avoid
such “form flaws” and get them back upon the path
to better scores more quickly. Part of that instruction involves the introduction of the role of shooting rhythm in shooting consistency, first as just a
concept to be aware of but later as a topic of practice efforts.

“I subscribe to a basic dictum
that unnecessary movements
and efforts need to be stripped
out of archery shots.”

Conclusion
I subscribe to a basic dictum that unnecessary
movements and efforts need to be stripped out of
archery shots. Spending too much time aiming is
one such unnecessary effort. Another is archers I see
raising their bows significantly above the point in

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Getting to 550:
Equipment Upgrades?
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
We started this series with a comment that “there
used to be some discussion in FITA (now World
Archery) circles about the stages a serious competitive
archer went through. There were even awards to be
earned by reaching FITA Round thresholds of 1000
points, 1100 points, 1200 points, and finally 1300
points. These awards were for both Recurve and
Compound styles.”
But the FITA International Round has fallen out
of favor and is no longer shot enough to provide an
almost universal framework of scores for discussion
about how an archer makes it up the ladder to elite
status. So we decided to use the “72-arrow, six-ends
shot at a 122 cm target face placed at 70 meter”
Ranking Round in its stead. Here are the “levels” of
scoring performance we are addressing.
Corresponding
FITA Round Mark
Ranking Round Mark
1000
500
1100
550
1200
600
1300
650
We also found some equivalent scoring numbers
for other popular rounds and if you are interested in
those, please go back and read that first article in the
series (How to Elevate the Status of Serious Competing
Archers in AFm 20-1).
Clarifying the Goal In the first five articles in this
series we addressed these scoring goals and getting to
the first level, a score of 500 in the Ranking Round.
The next stage is getting to 550, which is roughly
equivalent to a score of 1100 in the FITA Round. A
score of 500 in the Ranking Round is also roughly
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equivalent to holding the 2-ring on that target at that
distance. To many of you that does not sound so hard.
Getting to a score of 550, though, is roughly equivalent to holding the 4-ring. That also doesn’t seem like
much, who likes scores of 4 and 5? But there were
many, many archers who broke 1000 on the FITA
Round and never broke 1100. So, this is a substantial
jump. We are talking here about getting from the
point of just breaking 500 to just breaking 550. If you
smashed through the 500 level and landed at 538, you
don’t have much farther to go to get to 550, so you
need to take these levels with a bit of a grain of salt.
This segment is about equipment upgrades—are
they needed to get to 550.
Steve
Simon Begins . . .
You pay for what you get.
Given that the Original Price of the Equipment, is proportional to the quality of the equipment, the more you
pay, the better the equipment.
And that the Quality of Equipment is proportional to
the Original Price of the Equipment. Similarly priced
equipment are of similar quality.
Ergo, it is better to buy a second-hand riser for $200
that was the best a few years ago @$500(original price)
than a new riser for $200.
If it costs a lot it is likely to work better, in the right
hands.
A few years ago Sebastian Flute (France) brought
out a riser that was based on the Yamaha SSF with
ILF (international limb fitting) limbs. It was around
$175. As I shot the Yamaha SSF at the 2000
Archery Focus

Olympics I was interested in seeing how the SF bow compared.
So I bought one in October 2006
and shot it over the winter season. Since my scores were around
288/300 at 18 m, I decided to
shoot it at Las Vegas 2007 for
the World Archery Festival. It
shot well, but I shot it as a test to
evaluate its performance, so I
could recommend it to archers
who were looking for a good new
bow for that price. It was a good
shooting bow for the price, and I would say that it was
the best of that price range. On return, I switched
back to the BMG (Bow Martinus Grove) I was
shooting, preparing then for the outdoor season.
Matt, one of my friends in archery in Scotland, was
shooting the SF bow around the same time. He was
pleased with its performance and was vying for a place
on the Scottish team. He was shooting well, but I felt
that he would benefit from a better quality riser. As he
was shooting well, a friend, and a competitor, it made
it difficult to suggest that he could do better changing
to a top level riser without negatively affecting his

performance. I did chat to him
on a number of occasions after
competitions, but for that season
I was happy continuing with the
SF riser believing that it was as
good as any others that were
available. After the season was
over I offered to let him borrow a
Samick Master riser, he said he
would give it a go, but did not
feel it would make much difference. After he tried it, he realized
the benefit of shooting a top level
riser, and switched, to the benefit to his scores.

550

Recommending Equipment Upgrades
When helping archers to shoot better, in the main, I
try to get the best out of the equipment they currently have. This means if they are coming for initial help
I will ask them to bring all the equipment they have
to make the best setup out without adding to the cost.
There are times when the bow has a defect, such as
loose limbs, and they really need to get another bow,
or perhaps their arrow’s spine is wildly out, and to give
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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them a chance they will need to get new arrows. On
the occasion that they do need to get new equipment
to progress, reminding you that we are dealing with
serious competitive archers, on the whole my advice is
to get good quality equipment, it makes a difference .
. . and . . . it does not have to be new! Many times I
have seen archers buy cheaper equipment thinking
that it will do them “for now,” and quickly realising
that it is not as good, then buying a second time, this
time the better quality parts.
Looking Ahead to Getting Past 650
This would be equivalent to the old 1300 score for a
FITA Round. Up until an archer gets to around this
level any of the best equipment will get them to this
point. Once you have an archer getting to this level it
is really only then that one bow/equipment is going to
be noticably better than another. How can you tell?
Just by shooting it and seeing how it affects your
results. The choice of equipment is personal and must
be judged by personal testing, not recommendations.
Just because one archer has a great setup of equipment, by this I mean every single individual aspect of
that archers’ equipment, does not mean it will suit
another archer.
Considerations
When considering equipment changes there are
myriad variables. Here are some of them:
• Quiver – forward facing, back facing, number of
dividers, number of pockets and pouches, size. (6)
• Arrows – shaft type, shaft
length, fletch type, fletch
angle, fletch length, fletch
profile, fletch materiel,
fletch curve, fletch glued or
taped to the shaft, nock
type, nock size, colour,
point type, point mass,
point glue (16)
• String – materiel, twists,
strands, colour, loop size, serving length, serving
materiel, centre serving materiel, nocking point, type
and fitment (9)
• Riser – manufacturer, length (2)
• Sight – vertical slide on bow, vertical slide on extension, manufacturer, ease of adjustment. Accuracy in
repositioning (5)
• Sight pin – open, pin, dot, square, round, thickness
of aperture surround, size of aperture, position of pin
(up, down, side in), size of pin, colour of pin (10)

• Stabilisers – manufacturer, which model, length of
long rod, length of twin, weights, position of weights,
extension length, fitment bolts, washers or not,
Doinkers. V-bar – type, size and angle (12)
• Tab – type, spacer, no spacer, platform, position of
platform, finger loop materiel, tab face materiel, backing materiel, thickness of backing and faces (11)
• Limbs – manufacturer, length, fitment, Limbsavers (4)
• Clicker – length, angle, thickness, fitment (bolt
washer setup)(4)
• Button – manufacturer, length, tip materiel, spring
weight, spring length (5)
• Headwear- beanie, baseball, skip, none (4)
• Rest – wire thickness, operation, fixing to bow (3)
• Glasses – none, everyday wear, shooting glasses (3)
As I counted (that’s what the numbers in parentheses are) there are 94 variants over 14 aspects of
equipment equals over a million billion possible combinations.
My Choices/My Recommendations
The reasons behind my choices of equipment are that
I shoot more consistently when the bow has a firm
‘twang’ to the shot (a stiffer set up, would be another
way of explaining it). In the past I have tried putting
dampers/doinkers on all the rods. The bows sound
soft when I do this and my shot becomes soft. I like
the Beiter long rods, but they also soften my shot. All
these factors contribute to my choice of stabilisers,
vibration dampeners, and string materiel, clicker etc.
for my own shooting.
Bows When an archer
starts out a reasonable
“beginner bow” is a good
bow to start with. Then
when moving on to the
point of to getting their
own bow, a mid-priced bow
will be a good choice with
ILF limbs. Then, as they
get better and stronger, they
may well need to get higher poundage limbs. As they
pass the 500 point and perhaps are looking for a better bow, I suggest that they get a top level riser, either
new if they can afford it or a good second hand one.
At this stage of shooting, a new or good second hand
bow will have the same benefit. Any of the manufacturers best risers will take the archer up to the 650
level. It is really only scoring at that level that one
manufacturer’s riser will suit an archer better than
another.

“Does buying the best equipment make you shoot better?
No! But, to a certain extent the
better equipment can enable an
archer to perform closer to that
archer’s ability.”
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Limbs fall into the same category, good secondhand ones, especially as an archer shoots more they
may well need to get higher poundage limbs. So getting good quality second-hand limbs for your archers,
is a good way to go until they have reached their maximum draw weight. (More economical, too.) Once
their maximum draw weight has been determined,
that is when they can consolidate perhaps for a new
set of limbs. At this point I would want the archer to
be using a heavy set of limbs set at the lightest setting
to get their draw weight. The reason for this is that it
makes the bow more stable in the hand as it is more
resistant to torque, because with the limbs wound out,
if you were to extend the line of the limbs towards the
center of the bow the crossover point is in front of the
bow, as you wind the limbs in to increase the
poundage, so the crossover point moves towards the
riser, making it less stable. When setting up equipment you are looking for
every little adjustment that
will give your archer an
advantage. The obvious
down side of getting heavy
limbs that are set at the
lightest setting is that if the
archer has any setbacks the
limbs cannot be made
lighter. Another advantage of using heavier limbs set
light, is that the limbs are thicker than light limbs set
heavy, which makes the limbs more resistant to twist.
Stabilisers There are very many on the market to
choose from, and a big range in prices. If you have an
archer who is striving to succeed and wants to get
good stabilisers, I personally recommend Easton stabilisers. They give a good feeling in the hand and
work well. The main component is the long rod this
is what does most of the work, this needs to be the

quality, as for the twins they do make a bit of difference but are more there for balance, so if money is
short, get a good long rod and keep their original
basic twins. The stabilisers balance the bow to ensure
static and dynamic balance is maintained, and the
long rod stabilises the horizontal torque. I have used
and tested many combinations of stabilisers over the
years and I always seem to come back to Easton (see
photo).
The choice of the length of the extension is determined when setting up the bows’ balance. A 4˝ extender is usually in the ball park as a good start, the V-bar
I prefer to be flat and not heavy (I think that there is
little value of having weight at that point). I usually
take the V-bar bolt and put it in the wastebin, and put
a longer threaded screw into the long rod that then
goes directly through the V-bar into the extension.
Again weight at this point in space does not do your
archer much good. Now, in
balancing the bow, the
weight can be added to the
ends of the stabilisers where
it will do the most work. I
have found that the bow
works better with a long rod
+ extension, in which the
long rod is not too much
longer than the archer’s arrow. This puts the riser
towards the geometrical centre of the bow when it is
at full draw (distance from nock to riser and riser to
weights on long rod tip roughly the same).
Bow Strings I find that too many twists in the
string makes the shot feel softer, as do some of the
many string materials. But in saying that, I found that
BCY 8125 too harsh for my likeing. BCY 450 I liked
but not so much the BCY 450 Plus.
BCY 8190 is what I am currently shooting. The
string materiel chosen and the construction of the
string make big differences to the archer. I would suggest that you teach your students how to make strings,
otherwise all your spare time will be taken up by making strings for your archers. To discover what works
best for any archer they need to test many combinations. Even using one string materiel. The variables
are: how many strands, then how many twists, this
needs to be tested by making strings of varying
lengths keeping the brace height the same. I learnt
about this from Jim Buchanan and Callum Miller,
they would make 30 strings of incremental lengths,
they would then shoot them all, work out which one

“I would suggest that you teach
your students how to make
strings, otherwise all your spare
time will be taken up by making
strings for your archers.”

When things are a matter of feel, you have to try a lot of your options
before settling on what works best for you.
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of the 30 different lengths shot the best, then made
more of that length. Then trials involving different
materials for the end loops, then trials regarding how
big the end loops were. I make both ends the same
size to ensure an even pressure on both limbs. Then
different centre serving materiels need to be tried out.
I use Angel Magestic for the end loops, but for the
centre serving Brownell braided, because it is thinner
and stays put. If the centre serving is too thick, I find
I do not get as consistant a position of the string on
my fingers. A thinner serving ensures that the finger
position is more consistent, as your fingers can feel
the extra place not the general area the string is in.
The colour of the string materiel also make a difference depending on the light conditions. Indoors I use
lighter brighter string colour as the lighting tends to

be poor. Outdoors I use a darker colour blue or purple as it is usually brighter. Both affect the string picture, for example lighter coloured strings in bright
light appear thicker which can lead to wider groups,
than darker strings provide.
You can see that if you only test one string
materiel, many strings will need to be made and then
tested. The good thing is that if your archers keep
records of what they have made, when testing different materials, some of the characteristics remain constant. Some have to remain constant: loop size, length
of serving and materiel, so that you can make fair
comparisons. I have found even with different materials number of twists remaining constant with initial
trial of a new materiel gives you a good start. These
tests will take a great deal of time and effort and at
this stage, engaging the idea of such test will help
your archers to understand how much attention to
detail they are going to need to get through 550 and
no to 600, and 650.
Bow Sights Sights need to be robust, easy to move
and accurate in their adjustment.
If you take a look at what happens to the equipment when an arrow is shot in slow motion, you will
understand why the sight needs to be robust, for during every shot the equipment is put under a lot of

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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stress. The first time I saw the Beiter video Way to the
Centre it was almost unbelievable how much flexing
occurs in both what seem to be rigid risers and sights.
For a hobby archer shooting a couple of times a
week, shooting perhaps 140 arrows in that time, an
inexpensive bow sight will last a few years as they will
be shooting 7000 arrows a year, possibly less. Your
serious competitive archers, aspiring to shoot 1000
arrows a week, will surpass your hobby archer’s yearly
total in less than two months, cheaper sights will not
last the distance. So, in the long run, it is cheaper buying a good (aka more expensive) sight. Although all a
sight has to do is hold the sight pin in the same position in relation to the riser, it does need to be adjusted to compensate for the fall of the group. Your archer
needs to be confident that when the sight is adjusted
up, down, left or right the sight is moved the same
amount every time it is adjusted. It also needs to be
able to be set so that at the change of distances it goes
to the same setting every time. Listen to your archers
when they are deciding which sight to buy, their preference for adjustment may not be the same as yours.
Sight Pins/Apertures This choice tends to be very
individual. Mentally, it would seem that a pin will
give you more accuracy over an open sight ring, but

some archers have a tendency to ‘over aim’ with a pin.
The size of the ball of the pin can hide the gold if it
is too big. If the pin hides the gold, the mind may well
have a tendency to move the pin aside on the shot.
For both open loop pins the thickness of the walls of
the sight can interfere, if it is too thick it will block
the view of the gold as it moves across the target, if
the wall is too thin the archer may well not be able to
see it properly in some light conditions. I look for one
that as it passes the gold on aim you always have part
Continued on the Next Page
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of the gold visible. The size of the aperture in an open
sight needs to suit the archer, too small and the archer
over aims, too big and the archer will lose the centre.
Pressure Buttons/Plungers All a button has to do
is hold the arrow a set distance from the riser, and
when the arrow is released the tip insert needs to able
to move towards the riser under controlled pressure,
usually supplied by a spring. So what makes the difference? Once it is adjusted it needs to remain where
it is set, most do this effectively. The essential operation is that the tip moves smoothly in the barrel every
time. Another significant consideration is that it does
not wear rapidly. As the button wears it changes the
position of the arrow in the bow, if the tip forms a
groove (made by arrows sliding over it again and
again) the arrow can be in different position for every
shot. Although expensive, the Beiter button does not
wear fast at all. regarding maintenance, as the bow is
shot in all weathers the button must be able to be
taken to bits, cleaned, and reassembled at the same
setting as when you started.
Arrow Rests Their arrow rest holds the arrow at a
given position on the bow. With the many choices
available I am looking for a rest that is not easily displaced on the shot, so maintaining the arrow’s horizontal position in the bow. I look for a single wire arm
that can be easily adjusted up down and in and out, to
enable your archers to try different shaft sizes, and
adjust the position relative to the button. The rest
needs to be easily adjusted in and out to ensure, as
shaft size changes and tuning take place, that the rest
is always just far enough out to support the arrow. The
arm needs to be pivoted so that if the arrow shaft or
fletches contacts it the rest moves easily out of the way
and does not deflect the arrow from its path. The single wire Spigarelli magnetic rests are very good and
for fill all the requirements that I look for in a rest
Clickers Active clicker length is mostly set by the
bow manufacturer as to where they put the threaded
hole for it. It is the fitment to the bow and strength of
the clicker blade that needs to be examined. The
‘click’ of the blade hitting the riser is the signal for the
archer to release the string. If the clicker is poorly fitted this will not be a clear signal and consequently the
release can be hesitant. The blade should firmly rest
against the riser or clicker extension, prior to the
arrow being loaded. Some clickers have an arrangement of fancy washers. I remove these and use a simple threaded bolt with a small washer, directly onto
the clicker bade, that can be easily adjusted with a
screwdriver. Increasing the size of the washer will
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decrease the length of active clicker blade so making
it stiffer. Attention needs to be paid to the strength of
the clicker it should be less than the button spring
pressure. If the clicker blade is heavier than the button pressure it will spring the arrow away from the
riser as the clicker passes the end of the arrow. Once
adjusted correctly it should give a clear ‘Click’ that
will help to keep the archer’s release crisp.
Tabs and Tab Faces Tabs come in two categories:
fitted to the hand or the string. Fitted to the hand
usually has a finger spacer, to align the tab with the
hand a cord to attach it to the fingers, it can also have
a platform plate at the top that may curl around the
forefinger. The tabs that fit to string, usually have a
flat front edge that can be aligned with the string, still
has a cord to hold it to the finger and can be fitted
with platform plate. I think that it is important that
the chord on both types is not elasticated. If your
archer has elastic instead of non-stretching cord to
hold the tab to their finger it is more likely that it will
change the angle it sits in the hand depending on the
consistency of the draw.

It is the face and backing of the tab that you need
to pay attention to. The face of the tab needs to be
smooth and resistant to wear and deformation.
Cordovan leather makes a good tab face, the backing
needs to be resistant to stretch, some backings stretch
and cover the nock slit at full draw, interfering with
the arrow s release from the tab. I have found that
using Cordovan for both the face and backing works
well. The down side of cordovan is that the thickness
of the new faces can differ making replacing old ones
with a similar thickness an opportunity to visit the
archery shop to select the ones you need. The other
issue is that they can get a groove in them through use
especially if they get wet, this can catch on release and
as it alters the tuning. The consistency of the tab face
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in all conditions helps with the consistency of the
release. The thickness of the tab also needs to be
examined, if the tab is thin the archer will be able to
feel the position of the string on the fingers better and
so increase consistency, and as the thinner faces are
lighter will affect the path of the string less, but the
fingers may be less well protected. With a thicker tab
face, the fingers will be better protected but the archer
may not be able to place the fingers on the string with
the same consistency, and the heavier face may deflect
the string path more. Then there is the make up of the
faces and backing single thick face and no backing, or
a face and one or two backings! I use the Spigarelli
vulcanised face for the face, with a full Cordovan face
as a backing, and a half double thickness over part of
the tab (see photo). I have found that this combination lasts well and does not groove and remains consistent over the season. This ensures that the loose
from the tab face remains consistent throughout the
season. For maintenance I use a little talc on the face
to keep it smooth.
Arrows The archer’s arrows should be fairly well
matched to their setup. When tuning, if the bare shaft
is hitting the face of an 80 cm target at 30 m they will
do, if however the arrows are off the boss you will
have to look at getting other shafts that will hit the
target. Selecting arrows is best done by shooting the
arrows. If not, a good consultation to the Easton chart
will be required. (Note: the Eastom Chart for target
arrows for recurve bows was changed in 2016 having
different values than previous charts, so it is probably
best to use the latest chart.)
When selecting shafts Easton ACEs or X10s are
my preferences. Also nock fit and fletching can make
big differences in how arrows leave the bow and fly to
the target. For nock fit, my preference is the Beiter
nock system, this is because the nocks fit the same
however many strings you make. Fletchings need to
spin the arrow but not slow it down too much; if the
fletchings are too big or are too high an angle on the
shaft the speed of the arrow will die off at 70 m and
resuklt in larger groups. The fletches do need to be at
any particular angle, and each of them needs to be at
the same angle. It is the attention to the small details
that lead to consistency of groups. I like the 1¾ Spin
Wings but find the profile a little high as I have 28˝
X10 (550) arrows, so I cut 1⁄8˝ off the foot of each
fletch before fitting. I also think the Xs Wing fletches are very good they have a good profile and the
fletch materiel is a little stiffer than the Spin Wing
which I like. If the fletch materiel is too soft or the
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fletch too soft it does not seem to spin the arrow consistently. When attaching the fletch to the shaft, I like
to tape the front and glue the back. When you tape
the back it is too easy to distort the back of the fletch.
Conclusion
So, does buying the best equipment make you shoot
better? No! But, to a certain extent the better equipment can enable an archer to perform closer to that
archer’s ability. Some of the best equipment is less forgiving so can in fact lower an archer’s score.
When archers invest in new equipment they are
investing in their future, so looking ahead past reaching the current 550 score goal is a good idea. Only
when an archer is at the 650 score level will more subtle equipment choices be able to be made, so investing
for now is investing for the next several goal stages.
Steve Continues . . .
I am going to start my part with a story. This last
weekend (from writing this) I had a lesson with a 14year old compound archer who was quite successful
but had a few issues to deal with. One of them her
father pointed out is she held her bow with her bow
arm throughout an entire end. I had to point out that
one of the distinct advantages of a long rod stabilizer
was that it can be used as a prop to hold up the weight
of the bow when a shot was not being taken, thus

“Making changes to new pieces
of gear is awkward at best. The
old setup is ‘known and comfortable’ while the new is ‘awkward and uncomfortable.’”
allowing the bow arm to rest and be “fresh” for its duty
in the next shot. If you combine this counterproductive practice with the fact that 14-year olds have poorly developed deltoid muscles (they are in their upper
bow arm) which are the ones responsible for holding
up that arm with or without a bow, you have a recipe
for guaranteed bow arm fatigue during longer shoots.
I am telling you this story because we all have a
tendency to focus on the equipment as if it were in a
vacuum, but how we interact with the equipment is a
vital part of the whole. Sometimes this manifests itself
in the form of young compound archers who go to a
pro shop shopping for their first real serious comContinued on the Next Page
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pound rig and they come away with a bow with all of
the bells and whistles, including a side rod with end
tip weight to counterbalance the weight of the bow
sight and arrow rest and added tip weights on the end
of their long rods. This makes a parent proud, that
they have supplied their child with a “real, professional-level rig” and it makes the child happy that they
have this really cool archery gear to show off to their
friends (plus, I am sure, a feeling of gratitude for the
support shown by their parents).
But there is a problem in this scenario. Few
youths under the age of 20 have fully developed deltoid muscles and compound bows are heavy from the
start. Modern bow designs favor reflexed risers (the
riser arcs back toward the archer, rather than away
toward the target as they did in the bad old “deflexedriser” days). The purpose of the reflex design is to pro-

The deltoid muscles hang off of the shoulder on the outside and are
responsible for raising tyour arms. The shoulder muscles we worry
about injuring are the rotator cuff muscles (all of the
rest in this diagram)

vide arrow speed (it lengthens the draw stroke and
power stroke which provides more energy to the
arrow). It is the manufacturers who decided that
“arrow speed” was to be the field of their competition
with their competitors. Arrow speed can be an advantage in the context of some competitions (unmarked
3-D competitions, for example), but other factors are
more important in a bow in most target events, especially if indoors.
Modern bow designs are very front heavy
(because so much of the riser is ahead of the grip),
therefore much less tip weight is needed on a long rod
to give the bow balance and steadiness during the
hold. Added weights make for a more massive bow
which is then more stable (due to inertia) and this can
be helpful to adults with strong deltoid muscles, but
for youths they simply make a bow that is hard to
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“The things that require the
most “feel” just seem to need to
be changed from time to time to
not fall into ruts (conditioned
responses).”
hold up, so they spend years learning a shot that
includes a major form flaw (dropping the bow arm).
So, if you have young archers as students, recommend
that they strip as much weight as they can off of their
bow and don’t recommend they add any until signs of
trouble appear because of their lack, such as a young
archer telling you they are “fighting their bubble.”
We are going to have a separate article on tuning
so I won’t address “how to tune” at this level now but
having a well-tuned set up is critical when chasing
higher scores. I had a student threatening to quit
because he was “no good,” when I told him many
times that his bow wasn’t tuned (he was undergoing a
significant draw weight change) and that he couldn’t
attribute poor shots to his own technique. He had
some arrows that were too stiff and some that were
too weak and that added up for bad. (Sorry!) Once we
got his new set up tuned properly he has been pounding the spot gleefully.
It is very important that bow and arrow and
archer be tuned to behave as one so that the archer is
getting feedback on his/her performance and not on
the equipment.
Assess the Archer’s Equipment If there are any
aspects of the bow and the arrows or the release or ...
that are substandard, it is time to find replacements.
Making changes to new pieces of gear is awkward at
best. The old setup is “known and comfortable” while
the new is “awkward and uncomfortable.” New equipment has to be committed to and practiced until it
feels normal before it can be evaluated.
The Rest of the Equipment
Optics Outdoors or indoors archers need optics. Most
start with binoculars, but if long range shooting is a
significant part of your archer’s program, a spotting
scope is very helpful. If your archer is on a tight budget, try to avoid buying cheap optics because they perform poorly and break easily. Instead your students to
consider a less expensive line with a reputation for
quality and ruggedness, like Alpen.
Release Aids Finding a trustworthy release aid is
going to be a never ending quest. I do not know a
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use a thumb wheel or lever to place the trigger in a
“dumber” area of the hand. It takes weeks to get used
to a new release aid, so changes will take considerable
practice time. (I once switched from one release to
another from the same manufacturer that differed in
the direction the jaws opened. It took me six weeks to
be fully comfortable with the new release as I kept
trying to engage the D-loop from the wrong side.)

This is the kind of release aid I recommend to my serious target students. The safety (a switch, see arrow) keeps the release from tripping
before one is ready. Then once the lockout is switched off the release
trips based on correct body position being acquired (if set up right).

committed compound-release archer who does not
have a drawer full of them. This is like golfers who
own dozens of putters. The things that require the
most “feel” just seem to need to be changed from time
to time so as to not fall into ruts (conditioned
responses). The key elements in what you are trying
to find in a release have to do with fit and timing. The
most often recommended outcome is one called a
“surprise release,” which is one in which the release
aid gives no hint that it is going to let go of the string
so that the archer can’t anticipate it (a major source of
flinching). Most target archers use either triggerless
or thumb-triggered releases. Setting these up to work
well is critical. When I start
a new release archer, I favor
a hand-held triggerless
release aid with a “safety,”
which is a switch that prevents the release from
working until the archer is
ready. After mastering such a release with the “training wheels” being activated they can make a transition
to shooting without the safety by just not engaging it
when they are shooting. These release aids have the
advantage of being slightly less expensive that the
other handhelds.
I generally do not recommend wrist strap releases because of their lack of adjustability (many are
barely adjustable at all). If a hand-held thumb-triggered release is preferred, make sure that the trigger is
adjusted to strike the shaft of the thumb and not pad
of the thumb (the pad is too sensitive and will send
unwanted signals to the archer’s brain). Many archers

Beware of a Belief in Archery Magic
Archers seemed to be inclined to think that the
equipment has a major role to play in an archer’s success. The reality is you can take an elite archer’s bow
away and give him/her a different one and, after a
period of tuning and acclimation, that archer will be
shooting equivalent scores. You want proof? Consider
that most major bow manufacturers sponsor archers.
Sponsored archers are given new bows almost every
year and they are required to use them. Have you
noticed big changes in the ranks of the “top dog”
compound archers lately (Reo Wilde, Erika Jones,
Braden Gellenthien, Jamie Van Natta, Jesse
Broadwater)? No? Hmm, the bow isn’t a critical part
of their success then.
Bows do not make an archer accurate. Bows provide arrow speed and consistency of arrow speed and
launch angle, that’s it. It is up to the archer to setup
things, like their arrow rest and nocking point locators to facilitate this and then to aim and execute
shots to achieve those high
scores.
Some bows just feel
better in the hand, so yes,
there are personal preferences. (My search for a new
bow always starts with how
the bow feels in hand.) But
do not expect magic in the
form of big jumps in scores from new equipment. In
fact, scores almost always go down at first when new
equipment is adopted, primarily from the awkwardness of their use. We need to look for “higher than
before” scores after those new pieces of kit are integrated into our archer’s shots.
Any archer who thinks that some new stabilizer
or bow sight or bow or other gewgaw will definitely
cause in increase in their performance needs to be
counseled. They need to lose their belief in archery
magic.

“Any archer who thinks that
some new stabilizer or bow
sight or bow will definitely cause
in increase in their performance
needs to be counseled.”
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No w Ava ila ble!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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Purchasing
Equipment-Bows
by Randi Smith
Coaches, here’s my advice to archers who have
disabilities who are looking for a first bow or a new
bow. Information for more advanced archers will
appear in a later article. 

e

f

So, you’ve decided you want to buy a new bow.
You’ve tried archery and it was a lot of fun.
The best approach is to go to a local archery pro
shop and get some help, but sometimes they won’t
have all of the knowledge needed to serve you well.
Because of your disability, you may not shoot in the
traditional manner, the manner they are used to
dealing with.
Disclaimer If you’ve never shot a bow, I strongly
recommend finding an instructor or coach who can
help you get started, especially if you’re going to
need to do some adapting. This
is not just a matter of picking
out a bow but also making sure
it is fit to your body. It is hard to
tell what that fit is unless you have shot some and
have developed solid, basic technique.

mum draw weight for hunting, but work up to
it—don’t start there; it will inhibit learning how
to shoot well! We often recommend buying a
good riser/handle and less expensive limbs. Once
your form is good and you know what the best
draw weight is for you, then buy higher quality
equipment. Make sure you know what type of
limbs the handle needs; some bows will only take
one type of limb; others take many.
• If it’s a compound bow you want, get one that has
a great deal of adjustment, both in draw length
and draw weight. As you shoot more, you may
stretch out and you will probably get stronger. As
you perfect your form, your draw length may
change as well. It’s also good to consider the
amount of let-off; some target shooters prefer a
lower let-off.
• There is a third alternative: a universal draw or
zero let-off bow; commonly
called a Genesis bow (Genesis
being a brand name of a popular bow of this type). Genesis
bows are used in the National Archery in the
Schools Program (NASP) and they are a great
beginner bow. It’s also a great bow if you’re going
to share it, perhaps with others in your family

Working for Archers
Who Have Disabilities

Recurve or Compound?
What kind of bow you are looking for (recurves and
compounds are the most common) most likely will
have been decided by the time you’re ready to buy a
bow. If not, you can look at what you’re going to be
doing with the bow and what your interests are.
Some things to keep in mind are:
• If it’s a recurve bow you want, make sure you start
light—usually at a draw weight less than what
you think you’ll need. There is typically a miniArchery Focus

Factors Affecting the Fit
How You Will Hold the Bow / Hold the String For
archers who have disabilities, which hand does what
isn’t always determined by which hand or eye is
dominant (being “right-handed or left-eyed). You
may have to select whether to get a right-handed or
left-handed bow by which hand holds the bow betContinued on the Next Page
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ter, or which one pulls the string better. (The terms
right-handed and left-handed when applied to bows
are determined by the hand/arm which pulls the
string.)
How You Will Release the String This is another
part that needs to be considered as you think about
your bow. Here are the most common methods for
archers who have disabilities:
• Finger Tab Finger tabs are used by most archers
who shoot recurve bows and Genesis bows.
There are several styles; it is important to make
sure the finger tab fits and it is comfortable when
used.
• Release Aid The release aid typically provides a
mechanical trigger to release the string and is
often used by those using compound bows and by
bowhunters. They are generally easy to use and
come in models that can be strapped to the wrist
as well as held in the hand. For those who can’t
use their fingers to set off the release, the trigger
can be pushed against the chin or the cheek or
another part of the face. This will require an
adaption of the equipment to be made as this is
not something manufacturers are providing ...
yet.
There are many types of mechanical releases The
most common beginning release is a caliper

Release aids can be incorporated into prosthetics.

Things to consider include how it fits in the
hand, how it hooks to the string, how it has to be
held as the string is pulled back, and finally, how
the string is actually released.
• Mouth Tabs Mouth tabs are often one of the first
methods used by archers who have the use of
only one arm. They are simple to make and use,
but there are some precautions. It is important to

This archer is shooting a compound bow with a mouth tab held
between his back teeth.

There are many kinds and styles of release aids (clockwise from lower
left): A triggerless release aid, a three-finger thumb trigger release, a
different style of triggerless release, a different style of thumb trigger
release, and a wriststrap release (in the middle).

release which straps around the wrist. It has a
“trigger” that can be released by a finger or be
pushing it against the cheek or chin.
More advanced archers often use thumb
triggered or triggerless release aids, sometimes
called “hinge releases.” It is a very good idea to
have a coach teach how to use them correctly.
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make sure the archer starts with a very lightweight bow and the mouth tab is held by the
molars, not the front teeth.
• Shoulder Harnesses with Releases Many archers
who start with mouth tabs are now moving to
shoulder harnesses with releases attached. These
are custom made for the individuals (see photo top
of page opposite).
Shooting from a Chair
If your balance is poor or you don’t have a lot of
endurance, you can consider shooting from a chair or
Archery Focus

For some archers, a shoulder harness is needed. These are custom
made.

stool. It doesn’t need to be fancy, but it should be
comfortable and, ideally, it should allow your feet to
reach the floor/ground.
Working with Wheelchairs
If you intend to shoot from a wheelchair, the wheelchair itself is a very important part of your archery
equipment! First, it should fit you and you should
feel stable and comfortable. Here are other things to
keep in mind:
• Recurve Bows Because these bows can be tall, you
need to make sure the string clears the wheel at
full draw. If the string presses on the arm of the

chair, the push rim, or any other part of the chair,
it will affect the shot. If this kind of problem
shows up, a bow shorter than would usually be
recommended may be able to solve it. An extra
wheel without a push rim can be purchased and
used. For some archers putting a strap around
their chest so they don’t need to lean back quite
as far will make them more stable and this may
also solve the problem. Pay attention to the physical weight of the bow and make sure balance and
stability can be maintained.
• Compound Bows Usually wheel clearance is not an
issue, but both the physical weight of the bow
(called “mass weight” in archery jargon) and the
bow’s draw weight need to be considered. Beginners need to start with a lighter mass weight by
avoiding too many heavy accessories being
attached and also not too much stabilization.
With practice and increased strength, more
weight and stabilizers can be added. Draw weight
should also start out low enough that you can pull
the bow back safely, with good fom and maintain
control.
Wrapping Up
Once you buy your bow you will need help setting it
up and adjusting it from time to time. New bows
usually come without arrow rests, nocking point
indicators (on the bow string), and other parts needed to shoot arrows from the bow. A good archery pro
shop can supply you with these services, but if one is
not available to you, a good coach can also do many
of these things.
Having a more experienced archer available to
handle questions you have is a real help also, even if
the archer is at the other end of the phone or an
email/test/etc. and not able to be with you physically. There are several video programs you can also use
to share information and get pointers.

Shooting from a wheel chair requires consideration of the target side
arm rest; it must not interfere with the bow while shooting.
Archery Focus
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Do They Need New
Gear or Just Want It?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
We have an AER Aphorism: Parent’s don’t need
to have their kids jacked up about new archery gear by
their coaches. This is a sensitive issue that can impact
the whole family so, if you are working with kids,
bring the parents in on this.
We can’t tell you how many times we have been
asked about whether some archer “needs” better
equipment. Often this question comes from the parents of youths as much as from the archers themselves. Most of the time, archers or archery parents
seem to be lusting after equipment that is laced liberally with “carbon,” a shorthand term for carbon fiber.
Carbon fiber is now used as a lamination in limbs, in
stabilizer rods, in bow sight extension bars, and of
course in arrows. Even bow risers, compound and
recurve, have been made of this high-tech material.
The question, though, is really: “Do I (or my son
or daughter) need “better” equipment?” The answer to
this question unfortunately has to be answered with
another question: “Is their current equipment limiting
their performance?” Because if it is not, then you don’t
“need” better equipment and, more importantly, better equipment will not help them score better. If their
equipment is limiting their performance, then they
need better equipment. The basic idea is if their poorer shots are created by limitations in their equipment,
they are not giving them the feedback they need to
improve their performance. So, is their equipment
limiting their performance? This is not an easy question to answer. To get some perspective, consider the
following historical example.
In 1979, an American, Darrell Pace, set a new
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world recurve record for the 1440 Round (formerly
FITA International Round) with a score of 1341 in
Japan; that record stood for 10 years. Stories say that
he was jet lagged and using a bow that wasn’t welltuned, but those are just stories, we can’t confirm
them.
Darrell shot a Hoyt Gold Medallist (I think a
TD4) when he shot the WR in Japan and, with the
premiere arrow shafts of the day . . . aluminum. There
wasn’t a gram of carbon in his whole setup: the stabilizers were aluminum, his sight was made of aluminum, the limbs were wood-fiberglass, the
bowstring was probably Dacron, a string fiber no serious archer would use today.
Now a FITA Round score of 1340 is roughly the
equivalent of a Ranking Round score of 670 out of
720, a very credible score even today. So one could
argue that a carbon-free setup should not be limiting
until you reach that level of performance. But that
would be a bit simplistic. The first serious target carbon arrows came out in 1986-87 (by Beman, later
purchased by Easton). Today everyone at the Olympic
or World Championship level is using all carbon or
aluminum-carbon arrows. We would argue that the
vast majority of improvement in archery equipment
between 1979 and now is due to improvements in
arrow technology. Today’s arrows are lighter and
hence faster than any before. They maintain the
required stiffness due to the use of carbon fiber in
their construction.
So, carbon arrows seem to be a positive benefit.
But this is also simplistic. Many people at the highest
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levels are sponsored by equipment manufacturers. For example, in golf, almost all of the
top archers use Titleist golf balls. Why?
Because they are paid to do just that (somehow
the TV commercials leave that fact out of their
spiels). Many archers, also have “arrow contracts.”
Their pay often comes in the form of free or reducedprice arrows as archery is not as rich a sport as is golf,
but even so such perceptions like “all of the elites are
using those arrows” are biased because of this.
So, “who is using what” does not seem to be a reasonable basis for determining the value of a piece of
equipment. Probably the best you could come up with
is a sponsored archer’s performance is not being limited by that piece of equipment (or that contract
would get shed and quickly).
How to Tell if New Equipment is Needed
We think everyone would be a lot better off if they
were to establish standard criteria for whether a new
piece of equipment is needed or not. This has not
been done and is also not easy.
When Equipment is Based Upon Feel Let’s say your
student has an “old” and “antiquated” stabilizer system

and they have seen a number of “new and improved”
stabilizer systems being offered for sale. Will an
upgrade improve their scores? Most people leap to an
answer and offer reasons like “Archer X says his scores
really jumped up when he switched to these stabilizers.” Uh, did Archer X happen to list his scores? How
much of a jump did they make? Did they really jump
or were they just within the same range?
Some archers feel that they need a change in
equipment to fuel their interest in the sport. Don’t
pooh-pooh this. A new piece of kit can get an archer
back thinking and fiddling and tuning and shooting
more than they have been. If this is the case, and you
have evidence that this is not just wishful thinking,
then this is a valid reason for them to pursue an
upgrade. But to preserve their sanity (and yours!) and
to not end up pursuing better scores primarily with a
credit card, they need to test their beliefs. Have them
spend some time with the new stabilizer system.
Adjust end weights and side bar angles, whatever they
need to create the feel they want and then have them
shoot practice scores. Are they better than before? Are
they the same? Did they go down? If they are better
or stayed the same, you have a reason to stay with the

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the
tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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change (even if they stayed the same, going back
seems like a lot of work for nothing). If they went
down and no amount of tuning can bring them back,
well, only an idiot would keep that change. We would
recommend they go back to their former system and
sell the “new, improved” system at a steep discount to
one of their rivals or set it aside for a future re-evaluation. This latter option is especially valid if your student is young and still growing. Things change
dramatically as a youth packs on adult musculature.
When Equipment is Not Based Upon Feel Now
your students are looking at a new compound bow or
a new recurve riser or new limbs or new arrows. From
these purchases, they are supposed to be acquiring
better performance, so this is the basis upon which
they, with your help, need to decide what to do.
If they are, say, getting new limbs that have a different draw weight rating, that is an entirely different
animal from getting new limbs that have the same
draw weight rating. The same goes for a case in which
your student’s compound bow has run out of adjustment for draw weight or draw length and they want
to go higher (or lower). A significant change in draw
weight is a major change requiring a number of additional changes, typically including needing different
arrows. While compound bows have a wide range of
arrows that can be tuned in, recurve bows do not. If
their arrows were too weak for their lighter drawing
compound bow they are going to be way too weak for
a heavier drawing one, etc.
In either case, you need to help them prepare for
such changes if you want to evaluate whether they
made any difference. You need to acquire:
1. a measure of success
2. records of those previous measurements
Common measures of “better/worse” are practice
round scores, competition round scores, group sizes,
etc. We do not recommend competition round scores
as a primary gauge, but sometimes the pressure from
competition is the only true test of performance. Who
cares if your practice rounds scores go up if your competition round scores go down at the same time? Our
preference is that we would rather get all of these
things worked out before a competition is involved.
So, if practice round scores are to be your test,
then you need three to five recent scores in which the
practice rounds were shot under competition conditions. What we mean by “competition conditions” is
many archers get into bad habits when shooting practice rounds; after all it is “only practice.” Archers often
quit mid-round if they aren’t shooting well. Or they
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shoot extra arrows or they score creatively,
etc. Proper “competition conditions” need to
take into account shooting high and low
(indoors), with a timer if appropriate, etc. They
only need follow the rules, they don’t have to create
the ambiance, too.
Then after the equipment is swapped out and
tuned in, three to five more practice rounds are needed to make the comparison. These “tests” can be made
tougher by stretching out the distance.
If their scores are basically unchanged, well, they
just spent a lot of money on no real improvement.
“Better” equipment gives them better feedback that
allows them to shoot better. There is no magic
involved where the equipment causes you to shoot
better.
Conclusion
There is a big difference between thinking/guessing/hoping an equipment change is going to improve
scores and it actually doing so. If they have proof, in
the form of practice round scores, or other measures,
that their scoring has improved, that is quite a different thing, especially mentally when it comes to having confidence in their new equipment.
As coaches, we really need to think about what
kinds of equipment changes actually make a difference. We had a sponsored compound archer tell us
that he preferred his sponsor’s bows because they were
more accurate. But, bows do not provide accuracy,
archers do. Bows provide consistency and arrow
speed, that’s it. These are things coaches need to
know. And, the more you know, the easier it will be to
separate the good stuff from the bull stuff. (We don’t
blame that compound archer, he was trying to say
something good about his sponsor’s bows, which he
clearly liked (and for good reasons), but I don’t think
those sponsors provide their sponsored archers with
talking points ... maybe they should.
For recurve archers, will a new riser make a significant change? As long as the riser was big enough
and light enough, changes in risers tend to only show
up when an archer has reached a very advanced level.
If the limb pockets are loose and the sight window
getting too small, yes, a new riser will help, but typically not otherwise.
And, if they were claiming that new gear would
fuel their interest in their archery, ask to see their
practice log and see if they have spent more time
practicing, if not, they are just BSing themselves.
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Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Do You Need
New Equipment?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
We have never met an archer who didn’t thing getting
new archery gear was cool! In fact, we think that
sometimes (sometimes!) the interest generated by a
new piece of equipment is worth the cost of that gear,
so we are not against you getting new gear at all.
What you have to watch out for is the archery consumer culture. In that culture “New and Improved!”
gear is always better than that old gear. The promise
of better scores is waved around in front of your eyes.
But is that just marketing hype or can new equipment
help you become a better archer? The answer is both
yes and n—that’s right, It’s complicated.
The question is really: “Do I need better equipment?” The answer to this question unfortunately has
to be answered with another question: “Is your current
equipment limiting your performance?” Because if it
is not, then you don’t “need” better equipment and,
more importantly, better equipment will not help you
to score better. If your equipment is limiting your performance, then you do need better equipment. The
basic idea is if your poorer shots are created by limitations in your equipment, they that equipment is not
giving you the feedback you need to improve their
performance. Is that bad shot over there something I
did or something caused by my equipment? If you
think it is something you did, and the cause is really
your equipment, you will be trying to do things differently for wrong reasons and nothing good can
come from that.
So, is your equipment limiting your performance?
This is not an easy question to answer. To get some
perspective, consider the following historical example.
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In 1979, an American, Darrell Pace, set a new
world recurve record for the 1440 Round (formerly
FITA International Round) with a score of 1341 in
Japan; that record stood for 10 years. Stories say that
he was jet lagged and using a bow that wasn’t welltuned, but those are just stories, we can’t confirm
them.
Darrell shot a Hoyt Gold Medallist (we think a
TD4) when he shot the WR in Japan and, with the
premiere arrow shafts of the day . . . aluminum. There
wasn’t a gram of carbon in his whole setup: the stabilizers were aluminum, his sight was made of aluminum, the limbs were wood-fiberglass, the
bowstring was probably Dacron, a string fiber no serious archer would use today.
Now a FITA Round score of 1340 is roughly the
equivalent of a Ranking Round score of 670 out of
720, a very credible score even today. So one could
argue that a carbon-free setup should not be limiting
until you reach that level of performance. But that
would be a bit simplistic. We could make a good argument that the vast majority of improvement in
archery equipment between 1979 and now is due to
improvements in arrow technology. Today’s arrows are
lighter and hence faster than any before. They maintain the required stiffness due to the use of carbon
fiber in their construction.
So, carbon arrows seem to be a positive benefit.
But this is also simplistic. Many people at the highest
levels are sponsored by equipment manufacturers. For
example, in golf, almost all of the top archers use
Continued on the Next Page
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Titleist golf balls. Why? Because they are
paid to do just that (somehow the TV commercials leave that fact out of their advertisements). Many archers, also have “arrow
contracts.” Their pay often comes in the form of free
or reduced-price arrows as archery is not as rich a
sport as is golf, but even so such perceptions like “all
of the elites are using those arrows” are biased because
of this.
So, “who is using what” does not seem to be a reasonable basis for determining the value of a piece of
equipment. Probably the best you could come up with
is a sponsored archer’s performance is not being limited by that piece of equipment (or that contract
would get shed and quickly).
How to Tell if New Equipment is Needed
We think everyone would be a lot better off if there
were established standard guidelines for whether a
new piece of equipment is needed. This has not been
done and is also not easy.
When Equipment is Based Upon Feel Let’s say you
have an “old” and “antiquated” stabilizer system and
you have seen a number of “new and improved” stabilizer systems being offered for sale. Will an upgrade
in your bow’s stabilizers improve your scores? Most
archers point to reasons like “Archer X says his scores
really jumped up when he switched to these stabilizers.” Uh, did Archer X happen to list his scores? How
much of a jump did they make? Did they really jump
or were they just within the same range? Many times
new equipment causes a temporary increase in performance that fades away in time. (It is called the
Hawthorne effect, Google it.) Was this taken into
account?
Some archers feel that they need a change in
equipment to fuel their interest in the sport. We do
not pooh-pooh this. A new piece of kit can get an
archer back thinking and fiddling and tuning and
shooting more than they have been. If this is not just
wishful thinking on your part, then this is a valid reason for pursuing equipment upgrades, but be careful
as it is easy to delude yourself. But to preserve your
sanity and to not end up pursuing better scores primarily with a credit card, you need to test their
beliefs. If you got that new stabilizer system spend
some time with it; adjust end weights and side bar
angles, whatever you need to create the feel you want
. . . and then shoot some practice scores. Are those
scores better than before? Are they the same? Did
they go down? (Zut, alors!) If they are better or stayed
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the same, you have a reason to stay with the change
(even if your scores stayed the same, going back seems
like a lot of work for nothing). If they went down and
no amount of tuning can bring them back, well, only
an idiot would keep that change. We would recommend you go back to your former system and sell the
“new, improved” system at a steep discount to one of
your rivals or, better, set it aside for a future re-evaluation. This latter option is especially valid if you are
still growing. Things change dramatically as a youth
packs on adult musculature.
When Equipment is Not Based Upon Feel In this
case you are looking at a new compound bow or a new
recurve riser or new limbs or new arrows. From these
purchases, you are supposed to be acquiring better
performance, so this is the basis upon which you need
to decide what to do.
If you are, say, getting new limbs that have a different draw weight rating, that is an entirely different
animal from getting new limbs that have the same
draw weight rating. The same goes for a case in which
your compound bow has run out of adjustment for
draw weight or draw length and you want to go higher in either. A significant change in draw weight is a
major change requiring a number of additional
changes, typically including needing different arrows.
While compound bows have a wide range of arrows
that can be tuned in, recurve bows do not. If their
arrows were too weak for your lighter drawing compound bow they are going to be way too weak for a
heavier drawing one, etc.
In either case, you need to prepare for such
changes if you want to evaluate whether they made
any difference. You need to acquire:
1. a measure of success
2. records of those previous measurements
Common measures of “better/worse” are practice
round scores, competition round scores, group sizes,
etc. We do not recommend competition round scores
as a first measure, but sometimes the pressure from
competition is the only true test of performance.
Who cares if your practice rounds scores go up if your
competition round scores go down at the same time?
Our preference is that we would rather get all of these
things worked out before a competition is involved.
So, if practice round scores are to be your test,
then you need three to five recent scores in which the
practice rounds were shot under competition conditions. What we mean by “competition conditions” is
many archers get into bad habits when shooting practice rounds; after all it is “only practice.” (We know
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you wouldn’t do these things but some do.) Archers
often quit mid-round if they aren’t shooting well. Or
they shoot extra arrows or they score creatively, etc.
Proper “competition conditions” need to take into
account shooting high and low (indoors), with a timer
if appropriate, etc. You only need follow the rules,
they don’t have to create the ambiance, too, so you
don’t have to go out and hire a crowd that will chant
U-S-A, U-S-A!
Then after the new equipment is swapped in and
tuned in, three to five more practice rounds are needed to make the comparison. These “tests” can be made
tougher by stretching out the distance but all must be
shot at the same distance.
If your scores are basically unchanged, well, you
just spent a lot of money on no real improvement.
“Better” equipment gives them better feedback that
allows them to shoot better. There is no magic
involved where the equipment causes you to shoot
better.
And, when it comes down to it, don’t you want to
spend your money and effort on changes that for the
better?

Conclusion
There is a big difference between thinking/guessing/hoping an equipment change is
going to improve yours scores and it actually
doing so. If you have proof, in the form of practice
round scores, or other measures, that your scoring has
improved, that is quite a different thing, especially
mentally when it comes to having confidence in their
your equipment.
You need to think about such changes yourself.
we work with many young recurve archers who can’t
wait to get out of a wood- or plastic-risered bow and
into a cool metal one. We then see them struggling
for years trying to hold up such a heavy bow. For
recurve archers, will a new riser make a significant
change? As long as the riser was big enough and light
enough, changes in risers tend to only show up when
an archer has reached a very advanced level. If the
limb pockets are loose and the sight window getting
too small, yes, a new riser will help, but typically not
otherwise.
These things are worth thinking about as money
spent on changes that don’t make you any better aren’t
there for the things that would (hint: tuned arrows).

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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